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Judic·i al Council Election ·invalid
· BY DAVID ADAMS

.. . The . Campus Judicial Council
· ·election held:- during:$pring registration has ' been invalidated
because it was held at the wrong
time.
. .The election~ sho'Qld ·tiave been
.. held . dqring Falt a.nd Winter
Quarters-not ~. Pring; and be·
cause of ~~e ~·possible legal

problems arising ·from a Council
not properly elected, the elections
were invalidated.
.
According to the A.S.C. Constitution, "The student composition
of~e Campus ~udicial Board shall
·consist of six members, elected for
a term of one year of which thl"ee
shall be elected Fall Quarter and
three. shall be elected Winter
Quarter ... ". ·

But this latest election is not the
only one which is invalid. Alf
Campus_Judicia• Council· ·.e lections.
since June 1976· are void · because
they· were all held at the wrong
times. .
The problems in the elections·
began back in .rune 1976, when the
Board of Control decided to
reschedule the elections' dates.
This proposal was endorsed .~Y

C~W.U.>E-~Jensburg·, Wa., May 4,·l-978; Vol. 51, No. 2Q

then B.O.C. member Stu B.o:c~ the election had to be
McMullen ,
invalidated.
- The idea was to allow students
"We weren't scalp- hunting . or
to know the ca1,1d.i dates · befpi:e head hunting," "Guy said. ""We
voting~ instead of facing strangers · were just updating everything for
·in a Fall · election. - the May 1 .4eadline. On May 1
Yet, since .t he B.O.C. eiection there will . be a public hearing .on
was changed, , nobody proposed Academic appeals, . the constituchanging the . Campus Judicial tions of clubs and other work."
It was during this updating that
Council elections. ·According to
Director of Student Activities, Guy discovered the election error
John Drinkwater and Dean of after re-reading the A.S.C. consti·
Student Development Don. Guy, . tution, which included the C~mpus
everybody just.took it for granted Judicial .Council Constitution.
that the Campus Judicial Council
Guy immediately sent a letter to
the B.O.C. In · that letter, dated
elections had al~o been changed.
Members of the current Council · April 17, Guy stated that, ~"If the
stated that they too thought the present composition of the Judicial
elections were t_9 be held . in . Board is . allowed . to continue;
. the Spring.
. 'severe legal complications coqld .
"I assumed that the C.J .C. surface during a jupicial hearing if
elections were at the same times anyone questioned the legality of
as the B.O:d. elections," Drink- these recently elected positions.
. water , said.
"The election Such a ch~llenge certainly would
happened because I thought J put the institution in an awkward
knew ~hat the Constitution said.' position.''
He continued in his letter by
Dean Guy said he discov.ered the
error a week after the•election and saying, "May I suggest that the
three days later informed the
- (Cont. on Page 8)
·

The rights ofprostitutes

C.O. Y.0.T .E. for decrinrlnalization
BY BECKY PRIEUR

. also might imply government as the initiators, women are
sanction in the public eye, which · considered deviant.
"Women have learned to view wouldn't necessarily be true.
The average customer, accordthemselves as sex objects and men
If prostitution were decrimin- ing to Boyer, is 40, white, married,
seek out women as a commodity." alized, the offense would be and either middle- or upper-class.
This was one of the statements soliciting in public, and violators The customers are. seldom arrestmade by Debra Boyer• a research would then be ticketed only for a ed, and when they are, there are
assistant studying prostitution.
civil offense. This would leave the very few convictions.
Boyer, who calls herself a issue in limbo, not forbidding
Also, as the law stands now, if a
"feminist," does public speaking prostitution and .not promoting it. prostitute was abused by a
about this subJect all over
According to research done by customer, she could not go to the
Wasl}ington Stat~. Her program Boyer, women turn to prostitution police because she engaged in an
consists of a movie entitled Hard .for three main r~asons: 1) Econo~ illegal act. Decriminalization
Work, about Margo St. James, a · mic problems, 2) A girlfriend would all.ow women to report their
.former prostitute and founder of talked them into it, and 3) For :abusers.
the organization, C.O.Y .O.T.E. adventure and excitement.
IIi her speech, Boyer also
(Cut Out Your Old Tired ·Ethics).
Prostitution is easy to fall into, mentioned pimps. She said that
This organization and many like according to Boyer, for the mother women look to their .' pimps for
it consist of prostitutes and with no mate who has no skill and respect, -status and protection, and
sympathizers who are fighting for . needs more mon:ey to survive than that there is no more abuse
the rights of prostitutes..
what she can, earn from part-time between pimps and prostitutes
Boyer then gave -a speech about or unskilled labor.
than in a normal marriage.
the decriminalization of prostitu"Many don't see any other way
"Everyone needs someone to go
tion followed by a question and to earn money, this is one viable home to," said Boyer. "although
answer period.
.
way they can count on," said for every girl involved with a
,
pimp, there are two who aren't."
Boyer, as a research assistant to Boyer~
Dr. Jennifer James, has been
Boyer also said that women
Male prostitution, . along with
studying prostitution for two and would prefer being a prostitute juvenile prostitution, is a rising
one half years and has interviewed rather than being involved in any problem. Men now have groups
100 prostitutes. They are now other type of illegal activiti~s.
similar to those helping women
· ~tudy~g the · growi?g ~roble~. of · · Also! in her. res.earch, Boy~r .· prostitutes. The majority of male
JUV.enµes and prost1tut1on. , ·
.found that· mpst ·prostitutes had prostitutes, however, are paid for
A~ . a member of J .A. W.~~ .. ,had negative s~xual experiences in homosexual activities rather than
(Judicial ~d~ocates for Women th .their younger iife:such as incest or heterosexual as in the case of most
Seattle, .s1~lar to ~:O.Y.O~.T.E.) '· rape, which ca'!$ed them to lose women prostitutes.
she.~roy1de~ ,couns~lling and legal· thefr ~elf-respect; . or, spe found
According to Boyer, the police
ass1st.ance ·to. prostitutes. .':.
. . · ~hat they.were sexually developed are not in favor of decriminaliza1'hC::Y also ~?rk ~losel.Y r1th :the .a t aµ early age.' '
tion because the prostitutes are
A11,1er1can Civil L1bertie~· Umon, · "Prostitution is a victimless ·good informants and they believe
·, whose on-campu~ organization
. ·.. . ~ _ · .
other. ,crimes are linked to
sponsored-this event.
, .crime, said B,oyer, yet the city of
- -- .: ·
Seattle will spend from $700,000 to prostitution. Also, politically, it.is
impressive to have a large
' According to :f3oyer; ,the il.Jeg~l $1 million :arr,esting'. prostitutes.
act of prostitution is defined as ThErnpproximate cost in the arrest roundup of prostitutes arrested at
being when worn.e n are .being of each prQst~tute' is $1~800.
.
a convenient time.
·
promiscuous with many strangers
The charge is a misdemeanor
Some of the other a1:'guments
and are not subtle; also, when cash and brings a jail sentence of 'not against this involve~ the issue of
more than one year in the State of venereal disease.
The nonis given for these acts.
The proposal is to decriminalize Washington and/or a fine.
· supporters claim that V.D. would
"The only reason there are be spread more. The fact is,
prostitution as opposed to legalizing it. The difference is, if prostitutes," said Boyer, "is according to Boyer, that right now
prostitution were legalized, it because there are customers. only two to five percent of the
would be a business; r~quiring all People are afraid of women VJ). is spread by prostitutes, and
of the "red tape" involved in a becoming prostitutes, but not of that this figur,e would probably not
increase if it were decriminalized.
business, including the occupa- men becoming customers."
tional licenses, taxes, government
Boyer said that men are
Another argument is that
inspection, and keeping records of considered "normal" as partici- organized crime is involved in
expenditures and revenues. This _ pants in the act of prostitution, but prostitution; this is no longer true

according to Boyer.
Also, many community members are offended by prostitutes
and believe that it is morally
improper, based on personal and
religious beliefs.

C.O.Y.O.T.E. and other similar
organizations eventually . hope to
win the approval of the public
majority in this issue so that
prostitution can be decriminalized.

May 4, 19'18 ·
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Money at C.W.U.

News Notes

BY VAL VARDEMAN

INCREASED SERVICE COSTS

Effective July l, all civil service staff will receive an increase in
wages. This increase, including fripge benefits, ·is expected to
increase the cost of rental of the motor pool vehicles and of
services performed for . others· by the ~hysical Plant department
between five and ten percent, depending upon the kind of service.
It is impossible to project the exact amount of increases for specific
services at this time, because the Higher Education Personnel
Board has not yet determined the amount of wage increase for the
sp.ecific trades.
BOARD REAPPOINTMENT

Governor Dixy Lee Ray recently announced the reappointment
to the Historical Records Advisory Board of a Central professor.
DR. EARL T. -GLAUERT, professor of history at Central and
resident of Ellensburg, has been reappointed to the Historical
'Records Advisory Board. An expert on the central Washington ·
area, Dr. Glauert was instrumental i:n developing the Kittitas ·
Valley Museum and serves on the Olmstead Park Advisory Board.
· His reappointment 'is effective immediately and his term ·will
~- expire March 31, 19~1.
.
. FINE ARTS FESTIVAL ·

The Fine Arts.Festival is a two-~eek conglomeration of fine arts
. -events aimed at prom.ting cultural awareness. The events will
"include dances, theater ,. performances; .. music, crafts, lect.ures,.
along with lots of fun~ It runs from May 4 through May 21 with the·
highlights of the Festival l>eing· ihe }:n.".oduction of The .Man Who
·, Came to Dinn~r at the Threepenny Playhouse May 4·6, the Second
·-Annual Invitational Jazz Festival · May · 12-13, and an Orchesis
_performance ·at the Threepenny . Playh~use which will run from
-May 17~20;
..
·
·
·.
.
.$3,200 TA~ FREE

Accotdi~g t~ u:s. News ~d World Report, students planning
summer or part-time employment can get a break on fedei:al
income tax withholding if their income will not be over $3,2000,
even if claimed as dependent by his/her parents. In most cases
this means that a student doesn't pay any income tax and then is
able to earn enough money for next year's school expenses. To
claim exempti~n from withholding, a student must obtain a copy of
Form W-4, employee's withholding-allowance certificate. from the
Internal Revenue Service and file it with his employer.
COEDADMITTEDTOU.P.S.PROGRAM.

I

.'

Sophomore Suellen Martin of Ellensburg has l)ecome the 1irst
Central st~dent to be admitted to the nationally-recognized U.P .S.
.
.
· Phy~ical Therapy Program~
· .Martin, who received word lhis week of her admittance, will~ be
.. ·one of 30 candidates that will begin training at the U .P.s .. me~1cal
.. facilities this . fall. . U .P .S . . drew· over 200 a~phcattons
. 'fort.heir physieal'therapy program from across the ~mted State~.
. , In preparation .for the U.P.S. pro~am, .Marti~ enrolled m
Central's Pre-Professional Pr~gram m Pre-Physical T~erapy
.where her stu~ies· concentrat.ed on biology' chemistr~, physics and .
psychology for two years.
,
·. .
·
. .· ·Spe is the daughter_of Dr. Bernard M;artin,. a Ceri~ral faculty
member and Dean of-·'the_ School. of Natural Sciences and
Math~matics.:·' ... · ,. · ·
.· . -::·
~ ,..:

.

;·,

"Antigone/~· the: tat,antula ieatur.ed in the last issue of the
CRIER, died lat~ Burid.ay. night. Th~ cause of death is unknown.
j\ccording to Y(JJie 13utts, her owner, the cause of death could
have been. anything from ·a disease to old age.
Butts plans to purchase another tarantula when she goes ho.me
this weekend. .
This tarantula; ,acco~dingto ButtsF·mother is slightly larger than
"Antigone" was> - · . ,
·

In search of higher education.
potential students often find_ themselves short of their projected
budget for the academic year.
Many wonder how they can be
considered for the various scholarships available at Cent r al-or
what those scholarships include.
All forms of fin ancial aid
provided t hrough Central are
applied for by submitting a "blue
form" , along with a Financial Aid
Form to the College Scholarship
Service in Ber kley, California.
Bot h forms can be picked up at the
Financial Aid Office in Barge Hall,
room 209.
The College Scholarship Service
is a private processing firm which
evaluates the student's total dollar
need and sends the results to the
institutions of the student's choice.
The information involved includes
the Parent's Confidential Statement, which requires information
about yearly income, assets and
indebtedness. All information
received by the, service is
confidential, and is used 'only in
computing the student•s projected
needs and expected total family
contribution in ·terms .of financial
support.
. .
Some ·of. the types of financial
aid available at Central are
scholarships, tuition and fees
waivers, ·State and federal grants,
loans and work/study employment.
There are some scholarships
available through the individual
. departments on campus. These
are usually conditional and must
. ~:pa~i!~~: tor through that
It is often mistakenly supposed
that athletes and other special
interest students are considered
above others or on a separate level
for financial aid, especially scholarships. This is not true, as
scholarships are awarded on the
basis of: 1) Financial need and 2)
Grade Point Averag~.
Those

scholarships which are conditional
'Federal grants · which are
(for example, those requiring available are the Basic Kducational
junior standing or residence in a Oppo-rtunity Grant (B.E.O.G.), and
specific hall) are awarded to the t he Supplemental Educational
person with the highest cumula- Opportunity Grant (S.E.0.G.).
tive G.P.A. who meets those These awards are made ·on the
conditions.
A list of the basis of family income.
The
scholarships available at Central S.E.O:G. award must be a
can be found in the Financial minim.um of $200 and a maximum
Counseling and Financial Aid . of $1,400 or half of the student's
office.
projected budget. It must be
The State of Washington autho- equally matched by other aid.
rizes the state college:> . and
Also available to students is the
universities to waive 3 percent of National Direct Student Loan.
their total anticipated yearly This· is a federally-insured loan
revenue through Tuition and Fees program. Recipients are not
Waivers. These are available to required to begin paying back the
"needy and disadvantaged stu- loan until several months after
dents", according to .John Liboky, they stop going to school.
_
director of Financial Counseling
Finally, the college work/study
and Financial Aid. Central awards program is a federally-funded aid
180-190 Tuition and Fees Waivers program, with 80 percent of the
yearly. An additional requirement students' wages coming from
for consideration for the waiver is federal monies and 20 percent
dependency on parents or else the · provided by t_h e _ d~~rt~e-~t
student must have been indepen- employing the student.
dent 5 or more years.
All of the federal programs
. The Washington Sfate-·1'l'e.ed . require that the university deterGrant is another of the types of aid mine whether .the student. is
offered through Central. In order making "adequate progress" acato be eligible, a student !llUst: demically, in order to continue
1) be a resident of the State, 2) ··be , receiving funds.
These stipulaa U.S. ·citizen ano 3) have· a · tions include.the requirement that
financial need of$1,700 or mor~ (as students mafotain ·a ••c" average
det~rmined by the Parent's ' while carrying at least 12 credits
Confidential Statement). This . per quarter. Central provides an
form of aid also requires depen- · Academic Progress Committee,
, dency on . parents or 5 years of which monitors student~ who may
independence from parents.
be in danger of losing some or all of
About 2,000 ·s tudents are expected their aid. They provide infornia- ·
to receive this grant during tion and counseling to students
1978-79.
(Cont. on Page 4)
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When Senate Bill 1437, the been going on for 15 years".
criminal code reform act, was . The bill is currently tied up in
voted in the Senate, both House Judiciary Committee and
Washington Senators Magnuson the Sub-Committee on Criminal
and Jackson signed approval,of the Justice in the House of Represenbill. The bill passed in the Senat~ tatives..
A press aid for
last January.
Congressman Mike McCormack
**
SUMMER**
Civil libertfe~ lobby groups such . said that although the . bil~ his
as the National Committee "important and controversial,' t e
*
* Against ReprP.ssive Legislation subj~ct of criminal code reform
~
STUDY
.
and the American Civil Liberties "has been around for a long time".
*
·
Union have charged that the bill is
Most of the hearings in the
**
MEXICO**· unconstitutional .--~no repressive. House are now complete, althQ~gh
Frank Wiikinson,. an : executive ·the actual writing of the legislation
*
* .director of N:C.A.R.L. and a Board . contained.in the bill will not occur
*
* of Trustee member of California .. until at least the middle of this
;
The Central Office of~ chapter of the A.C.L.U .• s~oke
month. Press aids for Washington
*International Programs in*
.
·
. h
Congressmen Pritchard, Dicks and
.
d
Centr~l . last m?nth and. s~ud_ t at Foley could· not provide state·
*cooperation with Eastern an * . the t~~ - ~ash111gton State . ~ena- '.. nients,on the respective congress- .
*Wes tern Washington Uni-* tors .d1dn t eve~ . bo_t~er to rea_d ... men's stand· on the bill.; The
th
d theu* versities and the · Instituto * · . th bill b f
** Cultural T.echnochtitl_an ·offer.s **
e ·
e ore .· ey signe . ·
· .reason for that, explained an aide
*a Liberal Arts Program ID* · approval. Magnuson.and_Jackson · to .Pritchard is because of
* Morelia and Mazatlan.* didn't know about what they were·. "ignorance". He said that none of
* Courses·in Intensive Spanish,* voting on."
the · repr.eseritatives · from WashLiterature, History, Art and* Wilkinson added that, "For the ington _-- are on any . of the
**more .. Summer Quarter (June** individual American it means ·a ·committees that deal directly with·
S. 1437, and are waiting until the
* 26-Aug. 28). Application* loss of freedom."
* deadline June 1. For further*
A J aekson press aid maintains bill comes out of committee before
* information and application* that the Senator was "familiar" they deal directly with the issue.
Most of the Washington State
* forms, contact .P eterson Hall* with the bill in spite of the fact
* 202 963 361 2
that 1437, at more than 700 pages, delegation in Congress is, .as one
*
•
·
is the largest bill ever presented to McCormack .aid put it, "waiting to
*
the Senate. The senatorial press see what the House does with the _

*****************
1·N

!*

a:

*

**
*

'f***************~

agent added that, the "issues have

bill".

PERSONAL PROPERTY INSURANCE
If you are a -student at Central and live in any Vniversity
housing, it is possible for you to '. obtain Personal Property
Insurance Q.ut ...
If you do not live in University housing, there is no type of
Personal Property Isurance available to you through the
university. Why? Accordng the Jim Hollister, director of
Housing, our (housing's) main concern is with the residential
hQ.using (students). Hollister went on to say that if one lives off
campus ·t here are· insurances· available downtown. .
.
"This·Personal Property Insilrance offered to Central residents
is adapted from ,tbe policy offered to students at Washington State
University~" said Holister. ·' "Initially this insurance was offered
only to students living in the residential halls. Later it was made .
available to residents of ~ll university-owned housing," (such as
Student Village and Brooklane Village).
It does not appear that off-campus students will be offered any
type of Personal _Prop·e rty Insurance in the near future. It is as
though when a student does not live in University housing he
becomes more or less severed from the university.

Applications are being accepted for
Editor for Summer and Editor
for Fall Quarters.

0

For more information and-t o apply, ·
cQnta~t 106 Edison Hall,

or call

3-1491. Deadline May 11.
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-----------------------------llu1nans,ratsaresuhjects------------------------------

Psychology Dept. studies behavior
processes.
In animal research, Dr. Terry
The roll of the experimental DiVietti, (known as the departpsychologist is not as frightening ment's "rat-man") explains, "W ~
as Hollywood may portray, but are not suggesting for a minute
experimental psychology does that rats think li~e humans do.
have a poor image leading to Rats are used as models, to see
what areas of the brain are
general distrust. .
."It is unfortunate that it affected, and there is good data to
{experimental psychology) has a suggest the same sorts of things
bad image, because · it is not are happening with humanst
The current studies with rats on
;!CCurate," states Dr. Philip Tolin,
a member of Central's· psychology · memory processes could eventualdepartment since· 1968. "A lot of ly give answers to human
power is attributed to us that we problems, such as slow learning
just don't have," continues 'Tolin. children, and senility, according to
.
The key concei;>t behind experi- DiVietti.
· Many articles have been pubmental psychology is that of
research. Tolin explains, "Experi- lished about the -department's
mental psychology is the applica- studies with rats, "I think that
tion of experimental techniques to publishing is one of strong credits
the study of behavior. Without it, of Central's psychology departcounseling and special education ment,''-states psychology graduate
programs wouldn't be where they student · Tim Wittman, who continues smiling, "like Terry says,
are today."
'Science without research, is like
difference and vocational certainty
Central's psychology departconfession without sin.' "
.
on
self-esteem, and reasons behind
ment is actively involved in
wu (research)" is not just
behavior research in the following working with rats, my. research is teenage drinking.
areas:
A unique project with young
mainly done with people, " states
1) . . Animal research to discover
Tolin, and continues,- "In fact.• gifted children, initiated by Dr.
behavior patterns in areas where most experimental research is T.F. Naumann, child psychologist,
humans cannot be used, such as · done with people."
has given the world information on
the effect of drugs and shock on
learning processes of these
the
Student .volunteers from lower
memory processes.
division psychology classes are children. "We've had responses
2). Research using human used for many of re"search pro- from as far away as Scotland,
subjects to · add to scientific jects.
England and France on reports
·
knowledge in such areas as ·
we've published on our project,"
memory, perception, and effects of
One of the newest additions to states Naumann, proudly.
arousal on certain physiological Central's psychology department,
Central's psychology departindicators.
the · pupilometer, measures the ment is also researching aspects of
3).
Research with human effect of arousal on the size of a the human mind that are in the
subjects to study motivational person's pupils. According to Jim areas of "super powers."
Dr.
factors -behind behavior. Some of Thompson, the psychology de- Larry Sparks is currently organizthe areas researched have been partment's research technologist ing a project to measure powers of
/ teenage drinking problems in supervisor and · "creator" of the extrasensory perception, and is
Kittitas County, effects of sex machine, if perfected, the measur- teaching the technique of "biofeed· difference on vigilance tasks and ing of pupil size could be added to back" to interested students in
self-esteem, and a unique study other physical indicators (heart how ~hat can gain control of
investigating the learning pro- rate, blood pressure, etc.) as a ordinary involuntary body funccesses of gifted young children.
reliable tool to define what tions.
4). Laboratory research into the external stimuli do to the body.
Research~the backbone of all
phenomenon of E.S.P., and the
Research with human subjects sciences. "Experimental psycholapplication of_ "biofeedback" studying motivational factors, has ogy is to p·s ychologists what
.(instrumental indicators of biologi- accounted for much of the biochemistry is to medical doccal activ1ty) to investigate the psychological research at Central. tors," states DiVietti, and he
possibilities of mental control over
Recent graduate students' pro- continues "without it, psychology
involuntary nervous system jects have shown the effect of sex couldn't exist.''
BY MARY E •.MAHAN

I

Sun Day promotes solar era
strations', teach-ins and tours of
solar homes.
E~rt~ Day move over, "Su.n
According to local coordinator
~uthor Denms·-Cyndy Markey, Sun- Day will be
Day is here.
~fays, the man behmd Earth. Day observed throughout Washington
·m ~970, has helped orgamze a
Sate from April 29 to May 7.
national event , to, promote solar
Sun Day activities on Central's
energy.
campus were organized by Markey
Sun Day was brought about by and 15 other people who signed up
Hays and a broad coalition of for a one-credit spring solar
unionists, small entrepreneurs, seminar.
social activists, ·farmers, environYesterday's activities included
mentalists and consumers.
According to an official spokes- films, dancers, solar equipment
man, Sun Day was conceived to displays, literature on solar
"lead ' the United States into the technology, and bus rides to see a
windmill and solar water heater in
· solar era."
In yesterday's early morning the Kittitas Valley.
hours, on a mountain in Maine,
Buttons, T-shirts and pm ters
people gathered for a sunrise commemorating the sun were sold
celebration to officially begin Sun in the S.U.B. Pit and the campus
Day. The ceremony was held on radio station even played sunCadillac Mountain where the sun titled music throughout the day.
first hits the United States each
Free bus rides were offered to
·
day.
those interested in seeing a
Thousands of communities 55-gallon solar water heater under
across the nation, including Ellens- construction. The water heater,
burg, observed Sun Day yesterday being built by Brent De'Walt with
with energy fairs, solar demon- a government-appropriated techBY LES FITZPATRICK

Sky Diving_ .Classes
in Ellensburg
Licensed inst.ruction, all
gear provided. U .S.P .A.
affiliated. For more in for, mation, call Sue, 925:4381
evenings or Central W a.
Sky Divers, ( 509, 82-9-6-542

Greyhou·nd Rx.
The cure for
college blahs.
It's a feeling that slowly descends upon
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required
reading, the hours at the library, the thesisthey won't go away.
But you can. This weekend, take off,
say hello to your friends, see the sights,
have a great time. You'll arrive with money in
your pocket because your Greyhound trip
doesn't take that much out of .it.
If you're feeling tired, depressed and
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's
a sure cure for the blahs. ·

Greyhound Service
One- ,
Way

Round·
Trip

Seattle
$ 7.05
Yakima • $ 2.85
Spokane
$10.80
Everett
$ 8.90
Tacoma
$ 7.05

$13.40
$ 5.45
$20.55
$16.95
$13.40

To

6
3
6
6
6

Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

Departures
Departures
Departures
Departures
Departw-es

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.
(Prices subject to change.)

Bus & Audrey Wyant

'

801 Okanogan

925-1177

~®

GO GREYllOllllJ ·

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND .. PARTS

-nology grant, will reportedly save
up to 20 percent on home
water-heating bills.
Sun Day's purpose, according to
Markey, is to increase energy
self-sufficiency by increasing citizen interest in solving the nation's
energy problems. ·
Markey said that Sun Day's goal
is to make people aware of a
solution, not a problem. A local
organizer beautifully summed this
up when he designed a poster that
read, "Free for the Basking.''
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Alice's Restaurant
Something for Everybody

~From burgers and foot-long dogs to steaks ~

Dineln or Take out

Steak Dinners T-Bone or Sirloin
w/frie.s, salad and toast.

$3 • 95
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Foot-Long Hot Do·g · · 90¢:·
:i
,, Fresh
. strawberry. pie and peach Y~.gurt
**
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! ~ On the West Iritercharige
· .925-4808 *
"*:**********
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Bunyan Burger~

Extra large, 2-meot potty, onion,
l~ttuce and tomato
Quarter-pour1~ B,urger Extra large; sesam~ seed"bun ~
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Editorial Page
. Scott M ueggler

Shades of bureaucracy
Shades of bureaucratic fumbles.
The Faculty Senate has stirred up
controversy over student positions
on the Senate. The problem, as
posed, appears to be that the
Faculty Senate has asked the
-Board of Control whether or not it
should represent itself or follow
procedures already set down for
placing average, everyday, representative students in its ranks.
A quick dig into Faculty Senate
history tells us that students once
were elected to the three available
student positions much in the
same manner as B.O.C. or Judicial
· Council member~ are elected. In
the event of a resignation the
position was filled by a then
viable organization called the Joint
Committee on Committees.· The
J .C.C. still has this authority
according to my copy of the A.S.C.
By-laws. That is, unless the B.O.C.
·has removed this checks an"'d
balance from the Constitution.
For all its shortcomings, the
J .C.C~ also has the authority to
appoint B.0.C. and Judicial Council members in the event of
vacancies. The J.C.C. members
consist of: the Residence Hall
Council chairman plus a Residence
Hall Council member, the B.O.C.
chairman, a Judicial Council
represe~tative and Dr. Donald
Wise, assistant dean for Student
Development.
Anyway, the issue remains that
the B.O.C. currently appoints to
the Senate anyone IT so chooses.
That's like having the sheep's
interests guarded by the Big Bad
Wolf.
The crowning touch though, is
the chairperson of the Faculty
Senate, Art Keith, asking the
B.O.C. prior to a vote from the
Senate, about this questionable
procedure. This is noteworthy, as
the B.O.C. · arrangement has
repeatedly caused the B.O.C. to be
a pawn for the campus administrative folk ever since its adoption.
Why not formulate a defense for
their actions prior to it being
formally asked in the Senate? This
only tends to preserve ·an air of
obligation by the B.O.C. to the
Senate. Cripes, isn't this enough?
Too bad faculty membJrs of the
Senate are mum on t ·e issue.

I
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Celebrations are taking place in
Ho Chi Minh City this week but on
Kent State University campus
there is little cause for joy. Today
is the eighth anniversary of the
Kent- State shootings.
The
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years ago, we wouldn't be wasting
copy on it now. Let's all get off our
stools and let them know what we
think. If you don't understand
what the Senate means to you as a
student, ask a B.O.C. member (and
hope for the best). Otherwise, ask
your favorite prof or advisor.
Let's· stomp the B.0.C.'s powerpicking pinkies!

G.O.Hansen

Froduction Monoger :

J

Associate Editor:

Their input co~ld certainly shed
some light on the topic.
Without discounting that the
issue might be out of our hands
already, few can respect the
B.O.C. when ifs acting in this
manner or the Faculty Senate for
allowing such to occur. If the
B.O.C. hadn't dropped the elected
positions from the ballot several

Recently, a woman came to the
CRIER office with an announcement that academic scholarships
were going to be offered to the
children of the faculty and staff of
Central.
As if they · didn't have enough
already!
And maybe they don't.
If you're from a middle-class
family and your parents are not
bankrupt or have financial liabilities exceeding 'a ssets, you can kiss
financial aid good-bye. But many
parents now, and in the future, are
not going to cover the total costs of.
their children's college education.
They have othei- concerns, like
what would happen if a family
member should end up in a
hospital for treatment of a disease.
With the daily cost of being in a
hospital approaching what most
people pay for a month's rent, this
concern is well-founded. A few
weeks in a hospital could easily
drain a family's resources.
Ye-s, it's tough being a member
of the middle-class these days and
not just because the cost of
medical aid and the rent of a ski
locker at Crystal Mountain has
doubled in recent years.
It does not have to be repeated
here everything else that is
streaking up in cost. Sure, we still
got it pretty good compared to
those locked up in the slums and
ghettos of the world, where having
the blues is due to more than not
being able .to start the Chevy van
in the morning.
But those people had nothing to
begin with. As comedian Bill
Cosby (and former ghetto resident
hiIJl.self), once said, "365 don't go
. into one but zee-ro times. Happy
Birthday."

The news.Paper of Centra.1 Washington University. published
weekly during t~e academic year except during registration,
vacation and .the final week of each quarter. Views expressed are
not n~cessarily. those of students, start and editors of Central
~ashmgton University. Advertising material presented does 'not
~~~-endorsement. Second class postage paid, Ellensburg, Wa.,

But down at the local real
estate office, it's happy birthday
every day of the year because 365
will get you 1,000 in a few year's
time. It's an old story. If you got
the bucks, you can get more. If
you don't, you can't. As James
Brown once sang, "Don't talk to
me about Watergate, just gimme
some bucks and I'll be straight."
Under that logic, the straightest
people in the world would have to
be the oil-rich Saudi Arabians.
Americans can only look on with
dismay as these kings of crude,
dressed In chrome-plated pants
and diamond studded Adidas, buy
up everything they can get their
hands on. It's making the United
States look like one giant Let's
Make a Deal set.
And then there are th e
Californicators. We say we don't
want them, and then turn around
and give them good deals on our
houses, selling many of t hem for
less than $80,000! It's no wonder
so many people are leaving
southern California for the Northwest. According to the Seattle
Times; in Febr uary, t he aver~ge
price for .a single-family house in
Orange County, California was
$123,814!

lt is becoming clearly evident
what is going to happen to the
American middle-class in a few
years. It's going to dissipate into .
thin (welf-) air. And it seems that
no one gives a flying Wallenda
about us. We wanted our Maypo,
we got our Maypo, and now they
are ('oming to take it away, ha-ha.
And that's why those p<1or kids
up on Doctorate Hill need help.

.F inancial
aid
available

(Cont. from Page 2J
Vietnamese. of course, are celeb- · acceptable to be anti-war ihey ·
and
make
recommendations to the
rating the end of the war three could be found protesting the ·
Financial
Counseling
and Financial
"immoral"
war
in
Vietnam.
There
years ago but the students were
silent by then-here at Central was a certain speciousness . in Aid Off~ce.
Central puts together all of
labeling that war as "immoral" for
they were ne~er very vocal.
At the peak of student protest it implies that there are "moral" these forms. of aid to draw up a
following the invasioJl of Cambodia wars. Those 100 students here at "financial aid package" for each
in the spring of 1970 only 100 of Central wer.e doubtless sincere !n individual applicant. A student
may be eligible for on~ kind of aid,
the nearly 7,000 on-campus stu- camp for conscientious objectors.
dents participated in a peace His was not a popular stand in while he is exempt from another.
demonstration while an estimated those years and his lone protests The Office of Financial Counseling
400 honoi:ed a "Peace Strike" on the streets of Durham, N.C., in and Financial Aid tailors the
called to show solidarity among the fifties against the Korean War package to fit the student's needs.
the students-there was no way to , and nuclear proliferation gained They also doubl~·check the results
they receive from Berkley.
determine how many of these .him no friends.
"We feel there is about a 20
were simply cutting classes.
But when the Vietnam demon- percent inaccuracy rate," says
President Brooks sent a telegram
to Nixon requesting an early end strations became endemic in tht Liboky. According to him, most of
late 1960's he found himself for the the discrepancies are through
to the war.
·
first
time surrounded by fellow errors in filling out the forms.
So, if you hear someone saying
protestors.
The only thing that
The Financial Aid personnel
the students today just aren't as
disturbed
him
was thefr occasional attempt to provide as much helpful
involved as they were during tlie
Vietnam era, b~ a littie skeptical.. rudeness which offended his sense information as possible to students
Memories are imperfect and _of common decency. By April 30, through campus publications, spe- , _
human beings are endowed with 1975 the anti-war protestors h.ad cial dorm talks and private
perfect 20-20 hindsight. Conse- ·-- almost disappeared and this old interviews. Contact them regardquently, if you asked each of those pacifist "witnessed" the end of the ' ing specific needs and for the
7,000 students who were here in killing in Vietnam by waving_ a necessary forms.
the spring of 1970 if they had flashlight in the deserted downparticipated in the war protests town Durham park wh-are countyou'd likely get several thousand less protests had taken place:
IT
His is a comm1ttment alien to
affirmative answers. Everybody
MEANS
most
students.
As
long
as
it
was
likes to feel they did t he right or
their outrage toward the hostili"in" thing.
fORIn her retrospective book on the ties in Southeast Asia but their
Vietnam experience, Winners & actions took little courage.
When we re11ect back to those"'
Losers: Battles, Retreats, Gains,
Losses and Ruins from a Long days of campus unrest perhaps we
War, Gloria Emerson writes of a should honor someone like that
bachelor schoolteacher who had schoolteacher in Durham, N.C.
been a pa~ifist since 1933. ·For his who is probably protesting the . ·
refusal to participate in World war in Somalia as you read this..
War II he was placed in a work Peace.

MONfY·

YOU
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Veteran sees changes in Central
He started school at Central
Washington College of Education
in 1951 and today Walt Haberman
is still attending. Only this time
it's Central Washington University and Haberman is in his tenth
quarter as a senior. He plans to
graduate · in 1979 with his oldest
son who also attends Central.
But Haberman did not spend 26
years attending Central. Instead,
after one year of college, he
decided to see the world and
joined the Navy Reserve for four
years. The water wasn't enough
for him so he took to the air and
enlisted in the Air Forces where
he found himself involved in an
electronics career.
The Air Force was a series of
moves that took Haverman and his
growing family all around the
globe including Japan, Korea,
Thailand and ~cross the United
States. He has stories for every
country he's visited and in
reflecting ba~k on his stay in
Japan he talks of his memorable
climb up Mt. Fuji.
"Climbing Mt. Fuji is the
traditional thing to do in Japan, so
some friends (!.nd I decided to give
it a try. We stayed at an inn at the
11,000 foot level and met up with a
couple of Japanese taxi drivers
that were drinking some type of
Japanese liquor. · We had some
Vienna Sausage with us so we
decided to trade them.
The
Japanese liquor was something
else and the next day it was pretty
hard to finish the climb, but we
made it!", says Haberman with a

chuckle.
Force I was given a crew and lots
While in the Air Force, of responsibility for that crew.
Haberman made as much rank as Here, I have no crew and the only
possible and soon became Master person I am responsible for is
Sergeant, whjch enabled him to myself and my work. I enjoy it a
·
ha-ve hiS own crew.
His lot more." •
professional title was Avionics
"Although Walt was moving
Maintenance Superintendent and quite a bit in the Air Force, he and
his -duties consisted of working on I were still able to get together ·
electronic equipment and super- enough to have six children,'~ Mrs.
vising his crew of electronic Haberman said. Three of their
technicians; He never actually sons are also attending Central.
participated in the Vietnam War Like their father, two of them
but he did see some action. have chosen Technical Industrial
Haberman explains that when Education as majors and the third
electronic equipment needed is undecided. Haberman had
working on in Vietnam he was classes with his sons and of this
then flown to the sight. "I've situation he comments, "It is a bit
never participated in any of the of a hinderance to them that I am
wars, Korea or Vietnam, .other in a class of theirs, but they see the
than working on the electronic effort I put out, so they put out
equipment," says Haberman.
more effort. It works out just
After -travelling around the ·fine.'
world and making a career out of
Since Haberman first enrolled in
the Air Force, Haberman returned Central there have been many ·
to Central in 1975 to -complete a changes within the structure of
Technical Industrial Education Central. As he reflects back on his
degree that he had started 26 first days here he says that
years previously. Haberman is registrati9n has be·come much
taking his time, going through · easier, there are more buildings,
school part time and continuing to and many mor~ programs are_
be involv~d in his electronics offered. "It once took two days
.for a freshman to register, which'
•career.
. He is employed by Central's was a big hassle, and the lines that
Audio Visual Technical Services you had to wait in would go clear
Department and takes care .of out of the building. The college is
electronic equipment, such as the a lot more progressive now and
computers, scoreboards, audio much easier to get around in. The
visual equipment and even the . town has also changed. It now
chimes that are heard near the caters to the college and doesn't
S.U.B. Says Haberman of his job seem as stagnated as it used to be.
with Central in contrast with his I've enjoyed my return tremenduties in the Air Force, "In the Air dously."

Geology professors sought
BY JODY DAIGNEAULT

Several students in the Geology
Department have · leveled criticisms concerning faculty hiring
levels and procedures, but department officials say they are aware
of the problems and are taking
necessary steps towards correction.
Dr. Wilbur Johnson, chairman
of the Geology Department, said,
"We have only two people
(professors) here this quarter and
last quarter because of budget
problems campus-wide and because of an illness. But, the two
men who are here are both
completely competent Ph.D geologists. The students I've talked to
are quite satisfied with their
quality, their teaching ability, :
their knowledge." John~on said
that four professors is the normal
number of professors in the
department, and "we're recruiting
two more right now to bring it
back up to four. The re'ason we're
down is partially because of an
illness; that's something you can't
plan on ... "
·
The faculty levels are not
critical according to Johnson.
"There is no serious proolem here
that I am aware of ... · it's been
unfortunate this year to have one
person away on leave who wasn't
replaced and then another one get
sick-you can perhaps get by with
three but getting by with
two-that's serious. But the two
faculty.. members involved havt}
worked 50 percent extra each of
these guarters, :ind the students
I've talked to appreciate that and
, feel .they're able to get what they
need to out of the hard work of
these two.''
.
Although some students in the
1 Geology Department are highly
concerned, at least one student has
left the department and school
partially because of the depart' mental problems. Geology student
Al Danielson said, "The problem
as I see it, is that the quality of our
education is suffering because of a
1 lack of teachers in the department.
It's no reflection on our
department whatsoever ... we
have a good department. I think

the administration should have
made some kind of a deal to get
· some_teachers in there ... I think
the student suffers more than
anything. We're pavin~ the
money-we ought to have the
teacher there. I'm not getting the ·
education I came here to fiet ... t~
my satisfaction I didn't think I was
getting that much out of it ... I
think the morale is low in it (the
Geology Department). It's like
hitting your head against the
wall-you can't do anything about
it at this stage of the game-'-it's
just too late. I'd be better _off to
-take a correspondence course from

La Salle University-I really
would; at least you're getting w_hat
you pay for th~re. .Hut here-it s
outrageous." ·

Bring your own container and
have a picnic of a time at

--Better Life-Natural Foods
• Peanut Butter Grind your own

87 ~lb.

e Honey BUik Dispensed 79' lb. ~&sh

.·

q,e IJ,.~
D~1"~. .
·u11

Dr. Bernard · Martin, deai:i of
Natural Sciences, said that,
"Occasionally, if we're able to find
some salary savings-we'll attempt, where we can, to hire a
temporary replacement or a
part-ti:rp.e person, something to try
to cover the situation.'' He said,
however, that the emphasis on
teacher hiring will be to bring the
professor complememt up to par
by next Fall Quart~r.

~,..._

SX C·o nstruction Company
New or remodel work.and
commercial construction.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Phone: 968-3501 Evenings
Bill B. Essex

Free ·E stimates.

&')~
Choose your shape,
size, and price range.

Four Winds
Book Store
OPEN 10=00 a.m. to 5=00 p.m.

204 E. 4th

For sheer elegance choose a
diamond. Its exquisite beauty
and brilliance adds to any
wardrobe . .. any occasion.
From-$100

123 E. Yakima Ave.
Yakima, WA 98901

Family Owned and
Operated Since 1915
(509) 248-2248
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bling: A thir1g of the past

Dorm

BY DAVE CHRISTOPHER
Gambling: instant wealth for
some, automatic poverty for
others. The thrill of .uncertain
destiny, winning or losing-gambling has them _both.
That is what has brought me
back to the dorms-the search fo1
poker parties. Let the cards lie,
let the dice roll, and let the chips
fall where they may.
With pockets · packea with
change, this reporter· began a
search of the dorms in hope of
sitting in on a poker game. The
adventure was futile, the search
was lost, no poker parties were
. found; not even a game. The only
game to be found belonged to the
Sonics. ·
Most of the dorm residents,
when asked about playing poker, .
said they play once in a while
when they can get everybody
together. Others said they played
seldom or maybe on the weekends.
Beck Hall, earlier this year, had

· regular poker games going but
has slacked off quite a -bit,
according to Scott Drummond, the
manager. Asked about the poker
games, Drummond replied, "They
would~ play variations of poker:
Chicago, olackjack, high-low stud,
baseball etc.; the games . were
usually during the week, maybe on
Wednesdays. The ante was about
a quarter but would usually
change. A good size pot was
probably about $30 or $40, which is
hi_gh for students." Drummond
also said that ''the games were
friendly and generally a good time,
but sometimes someone would get
mad after losing and need to cool
down."
According to Drummond, last
year Beck's · poker games had
higher stakes and occasionally got
out of control. "There were a
couple of guys with over $100
debts, and finally we had to call a
dorm meeting tp get things
straightened out."
Police Chief Brickley said,

"There is· nothing against a
friendly game among friends, as
long as one is not profiting by
having the game-getting a share
of the pot for putting the game
on." Brickley also added that
there has never been any trouble
concerning gambling on campus.
Back when this reporter lived on
campus, playing poker was a
weekly event in the dorm. It was
strictly penny ante, with a big pot
being about °five dollars. Everyone
would bring their change and
sometimes their luck. We would
sit around the tables in the third
floor lounge, puffing cigars and
playing cards. Never much of a
winner, whenever I did .win at
poker-~ usually got sick from the
cigars. Going back to my old dorm
and that third floor lounge, to give
Lady Luck a 'gamble, I found the
lounge was now somebody's
bedroom. .There was no stench of
cigar smoke, no soun.d of shuffling
cards, and no reporter with a story
o.n poker parties, only me with
pockets full of change and cigars.

How to get busted and survive

A DYING ART-This used to be the sight in many of the dorms on
Central's campus. However, it no longer plays an important part in
the social life of those living in dorms.
·

Greyhound
RX· .c·t
~ \
The cure for,~ :
college blahs. \;, , ~..... ____ .~
It's a feeling that slowly descends upon ·
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required
reading, the hours at the library, the thesisthey ..yon't go away.
But you can. This weekend, take off,
say hello to your friends, see the sights,
have a-great time. You'll arrive with money in
yQ.ur pocket because your Greyhound trip
doesn't take that much out of it.
If you're feeling tired, depressed and
exhausted. grab a Greyhound and split. It's
a sure cure for the blahs.
·
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Greyhound Service
To

Seattle
Yakima
Spokane
Everett
Tacoma -

- One-

Roun~

Way

Trip

$ 7.05
$ 2.85

$13.40
$ 5.45
$20.55
$16.95
. $13.40

$10.80
$ 8.90
$ .7.05

1

6 Daily
3 Daily
6 Daily
6 .Daily
6 Daily

Departures
Departures
Departures
Departures
Departures

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.
(Prices subject to change.)
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In today's world of legal jargon the police to make a positive remain silent; 2) - That anything
and continually changing law, it identification, and they may find you say may be used in evidence
against you in a court of law; 3)
becomes difficult for the average that a mistake has been made.
citizen to understand the rules to _ However, do not answer any other Th~t you may have a lawyer
be followed. The same holds true questions. Any suspect can legally present at all stages of the
proceedings, including the police
for those who find themselves refuse to answer questions.
arrested.
. Many times an Statements can always be made questioning; and 4) That if you
individual may not know his after consulting with a lawyer, but desire a lawyer but cannot afford
constitutional rights . and may if questions are answered, they one, one will be appointed without
cost to you.
make mistakes which can . lead to can be used against you.
The police, by law, are required
an unpleasant stay in jail. To
Under the law, a suspect of .
survive this ordeal, there are a few crime may be fingerpTinted, to advise the suspect of these
things that should be kept in mind. · photographed, forced to give a rights in a manner that he can
First don't resist any ar:rest. blood sample or a urine sample, understand. If a suspect wishes
However, the not to answer police questioning
Giving the arresting officer a hard and booked.
tjme or "mouthing off' will only Supreme Court has ruled that after these rights have been read
agitate him to use more force pumping a person's stomach is to him, he doesn't have to,
than necessary. And usua_lly the illegal because it, "shocks the and all questioning must stop at
that time.
·
courts will sympathize with the conscience."
Legally, anything said there:
officer in such matters. There are - To be informed of the charges
other ways to challenge the legal brought against the suspect is after cannot be used as evidence
conduct of the officer. The only another right he has; but it is also against the suspect, even if the
The.
thing a student can accomplish by a right that is many times statement is not forced.
Miranda warning states that any.
arguing is to harden the attitude of overlooked by police authorities.
A suspect may not learn of the confession made must be of free
the officer.
The second item to remember is reason for the arrest until hours will and in full understanding of
the right to remain silent. Giving after being detained. If an the consequences.
· Release from ponce custody
name, address and age will help attorney is retained, he ·can get
varies from state to ·state.
that information.
In _many jurisdictions, a suspect Sometimes a suspect may be
released without bail and with the
has the right to one telephone call.
Request permission to make the issuance of a summons, but more
call politely and use it wisely. Call often he must first post bail or
those friends, family members or have someone post it for him
The
lawyer that will be home, because before being released.
only one call is allowed in many amount and circumstances of bail
police stations and you don't want differ from place to place and
depends upon the charges.
to waste it.
The main three things to
Because of the 1966 Supreme
· Court ruling, in Miranda vs. remember is to keep calm and
Arizona, a suspect must be don't resist; don't answer any
informed ·of the following consti- questions; 'and call friends or a
lawyer.
tutiona~ rights: 1) That you may

Support
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CRIER staffed with-award-winners
One week after the CRIER
received notice that it was the
second-best college paper in the
state, it got another pleasant
surprise. At a gala awards
ceremony in Spokane, April 21, six
CRIER- staff members were
bestowed with ten individual
journalism awards; more thdn any
other college paper in the Inland
Empire received.
The event, held at Spokane's
elegant old Davenport Hotel, was
named simply enough, the "Excellence in Journalism Competition in
the Inland Empire Chapter,
Society of Professional Jounalists,
Sigma Delta Chi." This c~mpeti
tion included all colleges (two-and
four-year) east of the Cascades,
west of the Dakotas, south of the
Canadian border and North of
California and Wyoming.
The awards were given for
articles published during 1977.
Leading the CRIER parade to
the podium was David Payson,
who collected three awards.
Payson .received a second place in
editorials, a third place in feature
stories and an honorable mention
·in news. Payson graduated last
fall and is currently employed as
an editor/writer for Battell Pacific
Northwest Laboratories in Richland.

•

The CRIER's editorial editor,
Ken Munsell, was awarded second
place in the public affairs new
category for the story he wrote on
graduate assistant cutbacks. His
editorial.- on the proposed demolition of Edison Hall received third
place in the editorial category.
Feature editor Bill Kossen
picked up _a second place in the
sports stories for his story of
former Kittitas High and Denver
Nugget basketball star Byron
Beck, which appeared in the Daily

Record. Kossen's column, "The
Way They Were," earned him
third place- in the human interest
column category.
Feature writer Harold Lane, got
second place news analysis for the
futuristic city being built in
Arizona by Paolo Soleri, a place
called Arcosanti.
Photographers George May and
Paul Fridlund (also former CRIER
Editor) both picked up an

honorable mention for their photo
pages. Due to the rules, they had
to enter the professional category.
Fridlund"Currently is editor of
the Grandview Herald.
Ad manager Pam Whitener won
second place in the feature story
competition the following night at
i;he Washington Presswomen's
competition in Seattle.
She
entered an article she wrote while
a member of the staff of the
Wapato Independent last summer.

Central students/staffget gassed

Lane

Ken
Munsell

Educator of the Year
The Educator of the Year Award was recently given , to Dr.
Maurice Pettit, director of Central's Organizational Development
Center.
The a~ard ceremony, held by the Central Phi Delta Kappa
ch~pter m Holmes Hall, also honored _John Ludtka, managing
editor of the Ellensburg Daily Record as the Lay Citizen 6f the
Year for his efforts on behalf of education.
_Chapter president Leo Beck presented both awards on behalf of
the local 80-member organization.

For several days in mid-April, compressed air.
preted method of finding the
Part of the reason the odor was problem.
students and staff were puzzled
and concerned about an un- so strong in the S. U .B. was that
In discussing the less pleasant
pleasant odor that permeated someone accidentally opened a aspects of the experiment and the
some of the central buildings on vent near the air intake opening resulting student concern, the
, and the odor was sucked into the Physical Plant's Jim Tatum said it
campus.
The source of this questionable ventilation system.
was "just an unpleasant experiCrews eventually found the leak ence" for all involved.
aroma was an agent used in an
experimental method of finding a near Hertz Hall's mechanical
leak in the campus cooling system.
room. Unfortunately, the odor got
FREE HEARING THERAPY
Evidence of a leaking chilled water into the soil around the pipes and
The
Speech and Hearing Clinic
line showed up last Fall during it took several days to disperse.
shutdown. The problem was
The Physical Plant received at Central has a limited number of
tackled during the system's quite a number of calls from therapy vacancies for persons who
preparation for Spring operations. persons concerned for their safety, need ·non-medical treatment of
The water loss r-ate was about 3 having mistaken the odor to he hearing losses.
gallons per minute-quite an that of natural gas. Despite some
Hearing aid co.unseling, lip
expensive problem, since the costs reports of physical discomfort~ the · reading, auditory training, speech
involved were not only for the Building Maintenance personnel conservation and listening skill
water but also for the energy used emphasize the fact that the training are the services offered,
in cooling_ it.
odor-causing agent is non-wx1c.
at no charge, according to
Crews made several unsuccess- - Although the experiment was Bartholomew J. Sarzynski, clinic
ful attempts to find the leak with successful In locating the leak, the director.
listening devices. Finally, they method will probably not be us.ed
Individual and group sessions
decided to try to locate it with a again. Should it be necessary to are conducted by graduate and
traceable odor. The odor used was conduct another search of this research students in speech
similar to that used in natural gas.
kind, Plant personnel will seek an pathology & audiology under the
It was sent through the pipes with alternative, less easily misinter- supervision of Sarzynski
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Dor1nMana er to studyinEngland
BY BECKY PRIEUR

Debbie Meier, the manager at
Hitchcock Hall recently won a full
.s.cholarship to study abroad
Meier, a Special Education and
Sociology major, found out about
the scholarship from a Special
Education professor.
The Rotary Club Scholarship
offered in Washington State and
British Columbia, had only between 100 and 200 applicantswith ·one winner.
Meier first filled out the general .
application; and along with her
transcripts and an autobiography,
sent it in.
She was later contacted for a
personal interview. Meier stated
that this was probably the
deciding factor in the judges'
decision.

Uehhie Meier

Dan's Photo Plus
Your photographic
headquarters
llford has arrived!
We have a full supply of I/ford
brand materials, HPS film and
. /'ford's Pearl surfaces paper.

Cibachrome color processing
·drum. Stud~nts take advantage
. of our student discount.

Dan's Photo Plus
·420 N. Pine

925-4606

"I feel pretty blessed; pretty
surprised and happy about it," said
Meier.
Meier had a choice of any
.country in the world in which to
study, but there were two
stipulations: first, it was required
that she be able to speak the
language of that country, and
second, she had to attend a
university.
After taking the classes in
Spanish and studying Spanish and
Mexican history in Mexico for two
quarters, she was considering
Spain.
Meier eventually decided on
England and the University of
Exeter located in the southwest
corner of England by the English
Channel.
"I will be studying Education in
the English system with an

emphasis ·on Special Ed.," said
Meier, "they have a really ... fine
education program.
"I want to know as much as I
can, and the contrast of the two
systems will be beneficial to me."
Meier also plans on doing as
much travelling as she can
throughout the Continent.
During her stay in England,
Meier will be living with an
English family.
The scholarship will provide
Meier with $7 ,300 in addition to air
fare. This will cover tuition and
fees, boarding. and most personal
costs.
Meier, a senior originally from
Spokane, will be leaving this fall in
September and will returI_l in
August 1979.
"I hope to make the best of it,"
commented Meier.

Judicial Council may he replaced
(Cont. from Page 1)
B.O.C. immediately contact those
members elected in the Spring
election. There is no provision in
the constitution to £111 fhese
positions before next Fall so 1
would recommend that the Board
(C.J.C.) function until that time
with the three members elected
during the Winter Quarter."
However, there is cnly one
council member that legally can
still serve on the C.J .C. That'
member is Ken Winslow, a former
B.O.C. m~mber. The other two;
were elected in the Spring of 1977,
which constitutionally was an
invalid election.
"Since the invalidation," Don
Guy-said, ''I have suggested that
the B.O.C. get its act cleaned up.
There was an error, one that was
inadvertent."
However, this latest election
and its · subsequent invalidation
did not go wi~hout ~ome contro.
.versy.
B.O.C. member M.R. Golden· ran
and was elected to the Campus
Judicial Council. Although there
is no rule against it, the majority
of the other B.O.C.· members felt it
was unethical, since the purpose of
the Ca~pus Judicial Council is to

watch the B.O.C.
According to Golden, one of the
reasons for his running was to
protect his position on the Board of
Control.
"Iran for political self-preservation-to safeguard my B.O.C.
seat, as I consider myself a
minority of one on that board," he
said. '.'I feel my political leanings
are distinct from the majority ot
the Board. I personally would like
to plan (in the Fall) to attempt to
limit (or better define) the powers
of the B.O.C., in order to receive
better representation and to
safeguard student rights-vs. the
Administration's desires."
In an executive session, memhers of the B.O.C. asked Golden to
resign from the C.J .C.
He
declined. "I realized the· C.J.C.
had been a non-viable entity for
the past 2-3 years, so in order to
insure that students were being
heard and represented at all
levels, I en visioned 'resurrecting'
some form of a .review board,"
Golden said. .
Golden added that if it (the
C.J.C.) became viable and that if
instances arose where being on it
· conflicted with being on the
B.O.C., he would sit out.
B.O.C. member Rich Deitz was a
strong advocate for Golden's
resignation from the C.J .C. Deitz
stated that Golden's position on
the Judicial Council was unethical
and an imbalance of power.
Deitz also said that there were
steps being considered to remove
Golden from the C.J.C. (prior to
the election invalidations~. but
would not eleborate on what those
·plans were.
Golden .said that it was either
just a coincidence that these
elections were invalidated at this
time (~fter he had won), or that it
was a technicality used in order to
remove him from the Council.
her there will be an election next
ber there will be a election next
Fall for the Judicial Council, or
· even if there will be a Campus
Judicial Council.
· ·
Since the C.J .C. is one of the two

judicial councils on campus, the
B.O.C. is considering making a
recommendation that the C.J .C. be
abolished.
If such a recommendation was
adopted, the Faculty Senate
Judicial Board would take on the
duties of monitoring the B.O.C.,
instead of a student-only board (as
the C.J .C is presently structured).
The Faculty Senate
Judicial Board considers grievances and student codes.
As with the Campus Judicial
Council, the Faculty Senate
Judicial Board is made up of six .
students-but it also has four
faculty members. ·
Director Drinkwater said that
nothing has crossed his desk about
constitutional changes for the
C,J.C. However, off campus this
afternoon 'at his house. such
discussions are taking place, along
· with other topics.
has been looking at the constitution for the last 6 months. He said,
they might make provisional
changes in proposal form about the
constitution. He added such a
consideration would try to make
the constitution more relevant to
the operation of the A.S.C.
Drinkwater also said that the
Faculty Senate Judicial Board
could take the place of the C.J.C.
in theory.
·Such a change would have to be
approved in a general election, in
public hearings and taken before
the Board of Trustees.
"I will haye to be honest with
you," Drinkwater said, "on a
majority of W.A.C. hearings, no
one ever shows, which would mean
that student · approval would be
enough' of an emphasis to pass it
through public hearings."
For those candidates who ran in
·this Spring's election, the B.O.C.
will honor any reasonable reimbursement request. However, the
candidates must present a proposal on how much they spent and
show what receipts they have, if
any.
As one B.O.C. member put it, "It
will have to be on a trust basis."

Dean's Radio, T.V.,
Sales, Service, Phonograph
_ & Records
Headquarters for T. V. rentals &
sales, repairs. Large selection of
records, tapes, & cassettes.
Craig -Sony RCA- ZenithPioneer
417N.Pearl
925-1828
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Red Bush survives Ware Fair back once more
~down through
the years
BY BECKY PRIEUR

BY G.O. HANSEN

Sometime in the early seventies
a group of pioneering education
majors trekked northeastward
from the Columbia River backwaters to Central's campus· and
founded an intramural sports
dynasty. Under the Red Bush
banner, the team survives.
"The originai Red Bush team
was started by a bunch of guys
from the Longview/Kelso area
that came up here to become;
teachers," team historian and
coach Dick Sundquist said,
"About a third of those guys went
on to become teachers, another
third changed their majors and the
. dd
d
f h I
last t hir
roppe out o sc oo .
But some of those guys are back."
Sundquist explained that a
shortage of Longview area students eventually forced the team
to draft players from the other
regions, "We started out by
getting a guy from Castle Rockthat's practically a suburb of
Longview," he said, "but we've
since acquired players from all
over the state."
The teams compete in football,
volleyball, basketball and softball.
They won their first championship last spring in the slowpitch
·league. Perhaps the "Spirit Stick"
finally turned the trick.
The wooden intrument had long
been a sacred totem of the Red
Bushers. Like Auerbach's stogie
.(which it vaguely resembled) the
stick had been a fixture at Red
Bush games for the past several

years.
It mysteriously disapt1eared last F'all Quarter.
The stick had been housed in
Bush Mansion which has long
served as the headquarters of the
Red Bushers. Sundquist, who is
currently in residence, believes it
may have been taken during a
Bush "function".
As befits the brawling character
of the blue collar milltowns that
gave birth to the Bush, Sundquist
warns these "functions" should not
· be confused with others of -the
genre, i.e. church and school.
Liquid refreshment tends to be
amber ii). color and plentiful.
Though these "functions" hav~
become traditional and frequent
evPnts for the Bushers, there are
other traditions -just as well
established
according
to
Sundquist-not the least of which
is harassing intramural officials.
"Bad calls or even close calls
cannot
go
unchallenged,"
Sundquist said, If the refs or
umpires can't handle it they
shouldn't be working the games."
A project which is now but a
glimmer in Sundquist's psyche is
the writing of a historical
compendium of Red Bushers past
and present. Toward this end he is
seeking information from the
classrooms and bar rooms of the
state.
When asked where the name
Red -Bush originated, Sundquist
grinned and said, ''I'd_ rather not
go into that."
He did say,
however, that it has nothing to do
with the autumnal foliage along
the Columbia River gorge.

The Ware Fair, a biannual event
at Central for three years, now, is
once again at hand. Opening May
10_. the fair will continue, in the
S.U .B., through -May 12 bringing .
in handcrafted items from all over
washington and some from out of
state.
The Ware Fair this spring will
include many new participants;
the variety of wares that will be
sold include:
acrylic painting,
macrame, jewelry, wooden toys,
leather crafts, wire & string art,
wooden planters with mirrors,
pottery, photos, candles, stoneware, porcelain, and wall-hanging
plant stands.
Also being sold will be numerous food items, such as: baked
goods, nuts, dried fruits, homemade ice cream, and tacos.
"We're trying to promote
quality items at reasonable
prices," said Judy Hauck, coordinator of Ware Fair.
Throughout the entire three
days there will also be a wide
array of entertainment. Many
students, faculty and even a
campus minister have consented
to partake in the activities.
The entertainment will be very
"low-key" and will include vocalists, dancers, jazz combos, mime, a
magician, the Polynesian dancers,
oral interpretations, and a puppet
show. Hauck also mentioned that
they could still use more entertainment and anyone is welcome to
participate.
'l'his year, participants will
receive an evaluation sheet to fill
out including questions regarding
how much money they brought in
by selling their wares at. the fair
and to see ifsome locations in the

S.U.B. sell better than others.
the fair.
"There is a real trend to get
The crowd expectation is not aP
back t o handmade items," said great as the Ware Fair before
Hauck, and hopes that scheduling-. Chirstmas, but Hau~k hopes the
it before Mother's Day will give - entertainment will also bring in
more people a reason to shop at mure people.

Pillows and personality ore just some of the things
that can be found at the upcoming Wore Fair. .

WED. !fJ FllllR. +iiQe~
,.,. ~ sar. th'~~
f I.~ fl}JJfDffrel/JIJ!8RS
PHONE

9,z.9997
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Trustees t~ review budget
A study session on budgetary
matters is at the top of the agenda
for Central's Board of Trustees
during a special session scheduled
for May 12 on the Central campus.

Operating Budget which includes
administrative and faculty salar·
ies.
The Capital Budget Request and
the Operating Budget Request for
·197_
9-81 are also on th~ ag~nda.
The special session, scheduled
The
Board plans to adjourn their
· just prior to the regular Board
meeting, is necessary to begin special session for dinner at the
review work on the _ university President's Reception Center at 6
p.m.
budget and to ease the work.load
Later, the regular scheduled
-for the following regular session
which has 64 agenda items.
· meeting of the Board will begin at
The Trustees will begin work at 8. p.m. in the S.U.B., rooms
4:30 p.~. Friday in special session 204-205.
to st.udy the 1978-79 Central Joint _ The Trustees_ will consider
Student Fees Budget and the several items concerning . the
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appointment of Dr. Donald L.
Garrity as Central's president, :
including his appointment to the
'\
'
For the past year and a half I have been meeting around the
rank of Professor of Sociology.
country with 18 other Presbyterians to study the issue of
Other actions expected are
homosexuality and what our denomination should do about
motions to approve final expenditures to wind up the presidential ~ ordination, ministry and social policies involving homosexual
people. Later this month, the General Assembly will act on our
search budget and a resolution on
report. I don't know what it will do. I know what it should do, or
short-term disability for faculty
to put it more objectively, I believe I know what has led many
members.
Christians to a tragic misunderstanding of homosexuality and to
. Two academic departments.the belief that the integrity of the Bible ·would be sacrificed by
philosophy and psychology, will
report on their status.
· ~ accepting homosexuality as a possible moral lifestyle. Ironically,
those who would defend the authority of the Bible are denying
Several administrative reassignmuch of the traditional doctrine on .Scriptural authority,
ments and miscellaneous personparticularly the role of the Holy Spirit. Christians are also
nel matters also are on the Board's
confused about the issue of Church and State as it applies to civil
agenda.
~ rights for gays and lesbians. But it is the fear and ignorance which
T
has allowed many Americans to see homosexuality as a threat to
J 0 .
family, to their own sexualit:y and as one more attack in a series on
the traditional identity and morality of American culture which is
Student Teaching Interviews
the major barrier to an honest, humane relationship between
are required of all Fall Quarter ~ homosexual people and our society.
student teachers and Option "C"
The facts about sexual orientation disprove the illusion that
entry phase students. Please do
heterosexual children can be recruited to be homosexuals. The
not forget to sign up for an
facts also challenge the belief of some religious and non-religious
interview with your supervisor by
therapists that homosexuals can be "converted~' to heterosexuality
Monday, May 8, on the bulletin : or celibacy. For example, all, six of the case studies of "converted
board in Black Hall, across from
ex-gays" in Kenneth Phillipot's The Third Sex have returned to
room 216. Supervisors will be
active homosexual lives. What causes homosexual orientation is
here on Wednesday, May 10.
unknown. It appears to be, as is heterosexuality, a produ~t of very
Please meet with your Superearly learning rather than genetics. More important, since there is
visors.
Placements cannot be
no indication that homosexuality produces, or is connected with
made until he/she has talked with ~ any d_eficiency, inadequacy or problem for the individual or
you. If for any reason you will not
society, there is no good r eason why we should attempt to change
be able to attend, contact the
anyone's orientation.
Office of Student Teaching so that'
But myths die hard. Despite the fact that heterosexuals are
other arrangements can be made
responsible for more per capita sexual molestations of children,
for you.
~ homosexual teachers are singled · out for parental concern.
Placements for Fall Quarter
Because stereotypes of swishy gays and butch lesbians exist! it is
student teachers, Option "C" entry
hard for us to believe that there are masculine gays and feminine
phase students, and Ed. 300
lesbians. It is also difficult for us t~ relate. to heterosexuals who do
students will be posted on the
not conform to sex role stereotypmg. Picture the hassles a male
same bulletin board on May 26. ·
heterosexual interior decorator or hairdresser endures, or any
We cannot guarantee that all ~ woman who desires a career. Fjnally, there is the "peeping Tom''
placements wili be received by
syndrome which causes us t.o be preoccupied with what
that time; however,_ we will post 1
homosexual people
sexually with one another rather than to see
them as we receive them in the
them as human bemg-s.
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.C.W.U. Jazz
Mayl3&14

Gala Concert
Featuring·

John Hendrix
with the C. W. U.
Jazz Choir I
andJazzBandl
McConnell Auditorium

Roosevelt High School~ Seaside High School

Auburn High School
Bainbridge High Schoor

Fort Vancouver High School

West High School ·

Battleground High School

Hanford High School

Connell High School

/

Advance tickets ~vailahle S.U .B. Info. Booth

South Kitsap High
School
Highline High School
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.of the Arts
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Schedule of Events .
T~esday, May 16

Thursday,May4
"Man Who Came to Dinner"
Threepenny Theatre·8 p.m.

Friday, May 5
~'Central Swingers Concert"

Hertz Auditorium 8 p.m.
"Man Who Came to Dinner"
Threepenny Theatre 8 p.m.

Saturday, May·6
"Man Who Came to Dinner"
Th~eepenny Theatre p.ni.

.s

Sunday; May 7
Annual_Ellensburg Choir Festival
Music Club Choir ~estival
Hertz Auditorium 8 p.m.

Monday,May8
New Photographies Show
(All Week) Randall Hall ·
Jazz performance SUB Pit Noon
Arabian Music ~ith Belly Dance
Hertz Auditorium 8 p.m. (Free)

Tuesday,May9
Classical Music SUB Pit Noon
Lecture-King Tut Exhibit
Hertz Auditorium 8 p.m. (Free)

Thursday, Mayll
Ware FairS.U.B. (All Day)
Crazy Daze Sales-Ellensburg
(All Day and Evening til 8:30)
A.S.C. film 'The Front"
S.U.B. Theatre 3 p.m., 7 p.m., 9:30_p.m.
Outdoor barbecue
. West Holmes Mall 4: 15 p.m.
Watermelon and Jazz
MoneySaver parking lot 6 p.m. (Free)

~Fri~ay,

·. Goofy's Band S.U. 8. Pit 8 ·p.m.
. Papa John's S.U.B. ~it S p.m~·.
. Recorder Concert
_
. HertzAuditorium . ~ p.m.
Orchesis.Performance: · ·
- ~. Threepenny
8 ·p .m.

rfl'°tre

Thursday~ Maiy 18' :'
.

p.m.

- Jazz.Invitational continued
McConnell Auditorium (All Day)
Jazz Gala Concert
McConnell Auditorium 8 p.m.

Friday, M·a y 19
Mexican Folk Dance
"Bailadores de Azthan"
S.U.B. Pit Noon
Orchesis Performance ·
Threepenny Theatre 8 p.m.

Sunday,Mayl4
Classical Film Series "8112 "
Hem Auditorium 7 p.m.

Ware fQirS.U.B. (All Day)
·crazy Daze Sales
.·
Ellensburg (Al~ Day)
Goofy's Band S.U.B. Pit Noon
Papa John's S.U.B. Pit 8 p.m.
. l~ure-Pyrcirrijds from Three Perspectives
_(Artistic, historical, scientific}
S~U~B. Theatre 8 p,.rn ~ (Free) . ,

New Photographies (All Week) .
Randall Hall
Orcnesis Dance Performance
S.U.B. Pit Noon

i

~

Saturday, May 2~ :·• ·
.·. Orchesis Performance ·
' ·
.·. · .. Threepe~nY, ~heatre 8 p.~.

· · .. ~unday; May 21
~ ~

.
'•I

"

'

Art Show S.U. B. All Day
Orchesis Periormance Threepenny Theatre 8 p.m.
'Old Time Movies S.U.8. Theatre
3 p.m., 7 p.m., 9:30
Outdoor Barbecue ·
West Holmes Mall 4: 15 p.m.

Saturday, May 13

Monday, May 15

,

Wednesday, May 1 ..

Ware Fai,r S.U .8. (All Day )
C.W .U. 2nd Annual Jazz Invitational .
McConnell Auditorium 8 p.m.

'

.

.

May 12 ·

Wednesday, May 10

.

Randy Stonehill S.U .B. Pit Noon
Madrigal Choir Concert ·
Hertz Auditorium 8 p.m.
Randy Stonehill Concert
~cConneH Auditorium 8 .p .m.

4

•

;;~

'

•

'

••

•

'

.... ·\.'·· : . :· Wayne.Hertz Day, ·.· ·· -· · · . " : , .· ·. Hertz Audi~orium 3 p.m.. · ·.

• •.
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Nazi supporter
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He is a Central student. He's 25, a veteran, and a Nazi. He
believes in absolute white supremacy. His views in this interview
will shock and upset many readers, but this man is a reality and, in
the sense that his beli~"s are stJtred by others, so is his philosophy.
His name is not used. He feels his life and property could be
endangered if his identity were known.
He is an "official supporter" of the American Nazi Party. He
contributes monthly t~"the P a-)j;y. In return he receives monthly
bulletins and tracts that espouse white supremacy. For example,
in one bulletin Blacks are portrayecj as "grinning black baboons"
lurking in school hallways. their only intent being fo rape white
'
women.
•
Headquartered in Arlington, Virginia, the American National
Socialists (Nazis) feel a kinship and roots with the German Nazis of
the 1930s and 40s. As expressed in their literature, the
organization's main p rpose loday is to defend the white race
against Blacks, Jews and other minorities. They claim to be
non-violent, though many would dispute this. The party is
relatively small, and C?!lsidere3 benign, but such was also the case
in Germany a half-centur}' ago.
The interviewee lives in student housing. On the walls of his
apartment are Nazi posters. On a bookshelf are Nazi helmets,
hats, assorted swastiJ'ca med.)ls, and other such memorabilia.
Hooked on a nail on a wall is a model of a World War II German
aircraft, a Messerschmidt.
Recently a national television network broadcast HOLOCAUST,
the story of Nazi perfi' cution f Jews during the period 1935-45.
What did you think of that drama? What emotions did you feel
during the execution scenes?
"It was highly propagandized. It was written and directed by
Jews to gain sympat~ for In ael. Holocaust made all Germans
come across as monsters, sub-humans-which they weren't. Sure,
the Nazis had death-squads, but they weren't monsters. It was a
time of war. They had a duty.
"The execution scert:.s didn· .>bother me. It was just a TV show.
Nothing on TV bothers me except seeing a nigger kiss a white
woman."
The American Nazi Party is a white supremist organization.
Explain the difference\ if any, ~etween the Nazis and the Ku Klux
Klan.
'
"The Nazis accept Catholics. The Klan doesn't. Also, the Nazis
are an international organizatic:sn; the Klan is just organized in this
country and primarily Southern. But both basically believe in the
same things: get rid of Jews and niggers."
You say you are an "official supporter~' of the American Nazi
Party. What does thst, mean""' What is t~e difference between a
supporter and a member t and under what circumstances would
you become a member?
·
"There's really not much of a difference between being a
supporter and a mem) :ir. Be'3g a member entitles me to wear a
uniform, but that wouldn't' do me any gocid. What would I be, a
one-man picket?
"Incidently, to become a member a person has to send in two
photographs of himsei:, front .;ind side, and. the part;y .accep~s no
applicants with beards or'-tong hair.
"I might change from slfPporter to member someday if I could
join a strong, local organization. And I probably will. I believe the
Nazi party will grow;/., more <n\d more white folks feel threatened
by the kikes and coons."
,
If the Nazi Party ordered you, now, this very minute, to execute
a Black or a Jew, would you?
"No, because it's a'gainst ti?e law and I'd be put in jail."
Then you're a paper Nazi?
"There are two parts of the party. ,T he administrators, or policy
makers, and the stor~trooper!l· 1 identify more with the former.
I don't consider myseir violent. But if I had a choice, I'd kill niggers
and Jews. If it was them or me. And that's the way it will be
someday."
What do you meao/
,
_
"Within the next hundred years there will be a r11tce war. It'll be
· the white' race against the coons and Jews. ' We'll win be.cause
there's more of us and we're smarter." ·
At that timeit wouJ/:;i't bot'-,r you to execute great numbers of
· people, such as gassing thouiwids a day?

"Sure, it'd bother me. I'm not a m~:mster. But if I had to do it,, I'd
do it. If it was the only way to protect the white race."
But you say there is a better solution. What is that?
"Rounding up all the jungle-bunnies and shipping them back to
Africa, and all the Jews and deporting them to other countries. Or
we could put them on reservations, like we do the Indians."
Isn't it quite unrealistic and ahDost childishly illogical to expect
Blacks and Jews will one day be shipped out of the country or put
on reservations?
"It could come to that. The white race will only tolerate so
much. Already we're getting fed up with Jews controlling all the
wealth and all the· media. And seeing jungle-bunnies fooling
around with our women. There will come a boiling point, and
putting them on reservations or shipping them out of the country
will be logical alternatives."
How will this be done. Who will exert the force necessary?
"White folks will. We'll round 'em up, throw 'em on trucks, and
ship' 'em out."
What if they don't take too kindly to this?
"Then we'd hit 'em on their hard heads."
You're an extreme white supremist. Obviously you take your
views seriously. Still, why don't you think the different peoples of
the world can't learn to co-exist peacefully? Why do you feel race
war is inevitable?
"Because if the white race doesn't do something about it,
someday there won't be a white race. Through inter-marriage, the
white race will become extinct. Everyone will be part nigger
(except the Chinese, they won't allow inter-marriage)-and that's
what I'm fighting for, to keep the white race frorii extinction.
"There'll be race war because the niggers are demanding too
much. The Jews and the communists, working together, are the

"...I'm not a weirdo ....ff someone thinks I'm a
weirdo, it doesn't bother me. That's their
problem . Everyone's entitled to politicalbeliefs,
and I've got mine."
ones getting the niggers all worked up. Look around you.
Everything is in favor of the niggers. All the welfare programs.
They get preference over jobs-when they feel like working. They
have "nigger awareness" day at the, college. TV shows are
becoming more and more nigger-orientated."
Many who read this will be disgusted, even repulsed by your
views. Do you sometimes have feelings of anxiety and fear that
your personality is somewhat gnarled; that you might have
psychological problems? In other words, are you a weirdo?
"No, I'm not a weirdo. I have a well-adjusted personality, more
rounded out than most. I've been in ·many environments. I've
worked, been in the Navy, gone to school. If someone thinks I'm a
weirdo, it doesn't bother me. That's their problem. Everyone's
entitled to political beliefs, and I've got mine."
· What is it you don't like about Blacks?
. "I don't like their mumbling talk, their ugly looks, their kinky
-hair. I don't like the way they dress. They're dumb, they live in
slums, they expect special treatment from everybody."
·what is it you don't like about Jews? .
They're parasites. They live off white folks. They suck off our
-money. They stink. They're greasy. They control all the media.
They keep themselves separate, but at the same time they push
race-mixing. They're communist-affiliated."
Have you ever known any Jews- or Blacks well?
"I don't talk to them. I had no choice but to be around some in
the Navy. I had a nigger chief, but I couldn't understand his
mumbling. And I knew a greasy little Jew. One day he showed me
his penis, believing he had V.D. sores. That's how weird he was.
"In the Navy I had to go · to "Watermelon U"-a program
supposedly to get whites to like niggers. It didn't change me."
Where do Indians, Mexicans and other minorities fit in with
your views on white supremacy?
"They don't bother me too much. They keep to themselves.·
They have theif own .identity. They don't try to get into the
white-man's .world, like the .niggers do. Also, the Indians are

already on reservations. But we would have to ship the Mexicans·
back to Mexico. They're taking too many white jobs."
Have you ever had any violent confrontations with Blacks?
"No, I've never been in a fist-fight in my life."
.
So you're mostly all talk?
"At this time, yes. But that's not to say what the future will be
like. I'll get violent if it gets down to the nitty-gritty-and that's
preserving the white race."
How did you aquire your prejudices? What shaped you? When
did you first become aware of the Nazi Party?
"A friend in junior-high showed me some Nazi literature. It
fascinated me. I wrote the Party and got more information. I
found I believed in what they believed in. I identified right away
with their philosophy.
"As far as getting my prejudices, I suppose I got them from my
parents and neighbors. I remember our next door neighbor hated
Jews. He had to work for one during the depression and had some
kind of bad experience. It had to do with money, of course, Jews
being what they are."
Do your parents, other members of your family, and friends
know that you are a Nazi? And if so, what do they think about it?
"Yeah, they know. They don't like it. They ignore it. But I don't
push my beliefs. It's my business, not theirs. I don't consider
myself any different than · a Republican or a Democrat."
How do you receive your input? Where do you get your views
on matters discussed in this interview?
"Mostly I've always had these beliefs. The Party literature only
reinforces them."
How many Nazi supporters and/or members do you personally
know?
"I don't know any personally. But I know there are other
supporters and members in this state. And a lot of people who
aren't actually Nazis, but believe the' same as us."
Don't you feel a little bit small and insignificant, after all, as far
as you know you are the only Nazi on the Central campus?
"No, why should I. Just because I'm the only one, which may or
may not ·be true, that doesn't mean anything. It's better to have
one representing the Nazi view than no one at all."
Theliterature, including pamphlets and bulletins, you receive
from the Nazis could only be called hate literature. Blacks are
described as "apes, baboons, monkeys." Jews fare no better in
Nazi depictation of them. Do you agree with these presentations
of other human beings?
·
"Yes. The Nazi Party has the courage to express these things.
True, the characterizations may be extreme, but they're not too
far from the truth."
How much do you contribute ~onthly to the Party and what do
you get in return? And have you ever thought of the Amer~can
Nazi Party as being a sham, with contributions from you and other
members and supporters going for, say, a big house and big
salaries for the director and his staff?
"I contribute five dollars a month. ln return I get pamphlets and
bulletins and other literature. And it's never crossed my mind
that the Party is a sham. It's well-documented in 'the Party
bulletins wher.e the contributions are spent. Most of it goes for
office rent and supplies. For instance, recently the Party bought a
computerized newspaper-composer for $8,500."
.
You realize that you are probably on file with ' the F .B.I. and
perhaps other government organizations, and may be are being
monitored. What are your feelings about this?
· '
"It wouldn't bother me. I'm not breaking the law. Let 'em go ·
ahead. And one thing about it, if they are watching me, it'd be like
having bodyguards. If I get mugged by niggers, the F.B.I. would
·
come to my assistance."
Occasfonally literature espousing. Nazi white supremacy is
found on campus. Are you responsible?
"No comment."
Does being a Nazi take precedence over being an American?
''I'm an American first. Then a Nazi."
For this interview you are not being identified. This reluctance
to "come out o~ the closet," isn't that somewhat a fearful.position to
take for one witJi strong political, ideological beliefs?
"Not particularily. ·It's better to keep my beliefs, along with my
head. Someday, when the ~ime'is right, I can let it be known to all
t,hat I'm a Nazi. I · have patience."
·
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· :Sex,]oye colloquim topic·
· a~ NATESMITR
.· loved. In this case, sex is a natural
_ ·· . . . .':
.· · ' · ., ·~: · . .
·~ .union, but not the only union.
. '.Ceittral Philosophy _p.r ef.essor ·.; · ~hr-ach went oii to explain
Jay Ba~hr~ch g~~e " a i~lk.: for a . that eroticdove has three parts:
Phil~phy· ·Colloquium ·on :April . · Posses~ion, ·unio~ and Intimacy.
19,. delivering· a ~eetu,re ~ntitled ·: His_ lecture· deal.t only with . the·
"Erotic Love: , Similarities a~d ;first part, P<>ssession-_ ~ ·
··· ·· · Differences · Bet.we.en·' SadoPossession can be divided into
masochistic ·and Humane Love." · two categori~s-Possession I and
Dr. Ba~hrach explained that the ·Possession .II. In Possession I,
paper-· is part of· a much longer -the individual is posse~sed by
·work he-is writing, a.work dealing choice.
It .is a master . slave
with the subject
love.
relationship, with the slave freely
Bachrach began his lecture -by choosing to be a slave. As an
.explaining that in'" love, ·we-have. a ·illustration of Possession I, Bachdesire for union with the beloved, rach discussed the French novel,
the l,Jnion is our highest goal. The The Story of 0, by Pauline Reage.
beloved is a "free agent," a person, In that book, 0, the main
and not. simply an object of value character, goes through training
for the lover. The beloved is to be submissive.
She freely
unique in an aesthetic sense; the decides on a life as a slave.
Violence is a form of love for her, a
lover has a respect for them.
There is ~ distinction between the form of love in which she is the object of desire and the person: lover, she has the feeling, she has
the object is desired, th.e person is found a moral end, although she is
·
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not really intimate with the men .
she encounters.
Bachrach ex-·
plained that the men in the novel
are "means to her self-actualization, her oneness with others like
M.R. Golden
her.'' In Possession I, the slave
does not surrender his or her
*~
person, only his or her body.
Bachrach pointed out that the
18th Century German philosopher
The "Sunshine Vitamin", Vitamin D, is totally unique-as it can
Immanuel Kant once wrote that
be formed in. the body.
erotic love itself is sadoVitamin D consists of a group of chemically distinct sterol
masochistic, that it can only exist
when persons are reduced to ~ compounds, present in the skin (clo~ely related to cholesterol in · ~ j~
structure), which are converted to active "forms by exposure to
things. In The Story of 0, it is 0
ultraviolet light (as in the rays of the sun) and are then absorbed
who· reduces her lovers to things.
into the bloodstream.
They are nothing more than means
This fat-soluble vitamin is responsible for regulating the
to an end-to her self-actualiza- ~
absorption and metabolism of calcium and phosphorus, the
tion. Since she is the one initiating
minerals necessary for normal growth and formation of bones and
this action, this reduction of her
teeth. Through controlling the calcium content in the blood it
lovers to things, in a sense it is the
governs muscular action and is also essential for proper glandular
tormenters who are being brutalfunctioning.
_
ized.
For proper absorption and assimilation, Vitamin D requires the
Possession II is the opposite of
·presence of oil or fat and calcium; its utilization is also linked with
this. In Possession II, the lover is
Vitamin A.
vulnerable, but a moral trust is
A deticiency of Vitamin D .can be seen in deformities of bone &
94~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0~~ p~ceduponthebe~ved~carefor
tooth structures, such as: rickets, osteomalacia, lack of stamina &
the lover. The· lover says, "I am
yours, I am vulnerable, do not hurt ~ vigor, dental caries, constipation, muscular weakness & instability ~ .
of the nervous system, muscle twitchings & cramps. It is believed
me."
that Vitamin D and the parathyroid hormone work together to
Bachrach pointed out that a
regulate the transport of calcium. Thus a deficiency of either one
possible objection to this form of
on
of"/essons
may cause tetany, a condition characterized by muscular
, possession is that it is conditional,
numbness, tingling and spasms.
.
restrained, it holds back, and is
An overabundance of calcium .in the blood & tissues
thus contrary to the concept of
(hypercalcemia), general depression and diarrhea may result from ~
erotic love. In this light it seems
consuming an excess of Vitamin D-as low as 25,000 International
as though the only true form of
Units daily over a period of time,
erode love would be Possession I,
..
·.. from
The recommended daily amount ofthis vitamin is 400 I.U.s for
, which is anything but restrained.
infants on up to age 22, and for pregnant & lactating women. No
But Bachrach argued that in
Sam:oa.
1
recommendation for all others has been made, since most ~Possession I, people ~pproach each
individuals receive sufficient amounts through· exposure to the sun ~
other not as people but as things.
~inS.U.IJ.Pit
and/or through Vitamin D-rich foods or supplements. Some
0 reduces her lovers to things to
nutritionists, however, consider the consumption of up' to 5,000 ~ )
achieve
her
own
satisfaction,
and
,i •• ·. ~:lli.,.:,;3:30 . .
I.U.s daily to be both desirable and necessary~ in order to maintain ~
Bachrach explained that this is
optimal health.
.
part of Possession I.
•. 11. ...••. ~12:00
..
An important point to remember is that, even in sufficient :
· Possession II, however. allows
doses, Vitamin D is ·ineffective unless calcium and phosphorus
.
. . , ··.. " 12.-,. ·~
people to relate to each other as
requirements are met also (approximately 800 milligrams daily.
people. If A takes B as a .person,
each).
·
.
·that .implies that A expects to be
Small amounts oi the "Sunshine Vitamin"·are present in fatty
loved in return as aperson. As in
fishes, ·org~n meats, fish liver oils, bone meal, eggs and Vitamin
Possession I, the lover is vulnerD-fortified milk ·& milk products. Since milk & milk products are
~2'J12
able, the love~ has to open up, but
also good sources of calcium & phosphorus, they are the finest
. the beloved does not harm the
sources of Vit~min ·D (~ext to the sun).
Ol')C.000C)C100tMO~M~CMMNJODcMJOf>CMiODCX1•oli lover. Possession n opens up
Vitamin D · is very stable to heat, aging and storage, and is ~ ?
persons as persons.
rel~ivel! stable t~ oxidatioR. . .
·
.
. . ~· ~
V1tamm D from mgested foods ·1s absorbed -from ~he mtestmes
along with fats~ with the aid of bile; It is stored primarily in the
liver, though it is also present in the bones, brain, lungs, skin and · >
spleen.
.
Vitamin D may be beneficial in therapeutically treating ailments
: such ~s.: r:actu~es, rickets. osteoporosis, ?st~omalacia: gallstones, ~~
arthr1tI~, Jaundice, tetany, bedsores, psor1as1s, and fatigue, among
others.
Keep in mind, that an ailment is· not n~eessarily indictive of a ·
·deficiency of only one nutrient, it may have developed through the
prolonged lack of many nutri.e nts-as·all nutrients are·interrelated ::
m ·one way or another.
To achieve optimal health, one's daily Vitamin D intake must be
sufficient for that particular person. So, insure that the Sun's
"life-giving" rays and/or Vitamin D-rich foods are obtained each
·: and every day.
.
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!J(ing Tut Preview
The May Festival of the Arts at
Central will feature a three-day
Tuil Celebration highlighting the
Treasures of Tutankhamun, the
Music of the Middle .E ast, a film on
the tombs and treasures of the Tut
era and a - panel discussion
presenting three different perspectives on the pyramids.
ccording to Professor Jane
Jones of the . Music Department,
the_ activities will begin on
Monday, May 8 at 3 p.m. with the
" filr Of Time, Tombs and Trea~
·-. sures to be shown in the S.U.B.
Theatre. ·
Music of t he Middle East, a
lecture/concert, will be presented
also on Monday at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Recital Hall by Dr. A. Jihad Racy.
He)is an ethnomusicologist in the
department of music at the U. ()f
W. Racy will be accompanied by
Wissan Elawar and Imad Fata.
r . Racy will use such instruments as the mizmar, daffud, nay,
buzuq, mijwiz and darabukkah.
In addition, Patricia Tabet,
da ce instructor for Yakima
Valley College, will ·demonstrate
the art of belly dancing.
On Tuesday, May 9, · The
Tr"asures of Tutankhamun, will
be presented by Eugene · David
Gurz-Uribe. ·His lecture and slide
presentation will deal with the
Ki~g Tut Exhibit. He will also
speak in Hertz Recital Hall, at 8
p.m.
- · ~ruz-UrihP- is a noteo Egyptologist from the Seattle Art Museum
and a consultant for the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
he Tut Celebration will end
with a panel discussion on "The
Pyramids from Three Perspectives: Artistic, Historic and
St. ntific." The discussion leader
will be Eugene Cruz-Uribe, who
will begin the panel discussion
with an opening presentation on
th) Pyramids, Wednesday, May 10

F~r

"The Mask of Tutankhamun," one of 55 obleCts in the exhibit which
arrives in Seattle and will be seen by the public July 15, through
November 1_5, 1978 at · the Flag ~avilion in Seattle Center.
at 8 p.m. in the S.U.B. Theatre.
Other panel members are Dr.
Robert B. Bennett (Physics), Dr.
Quentin Fitzgerald (Art); Dr.
Helmi S. Habib (Chemistry), and
Nancy Johnson, a student.
The Tutankhamun Celebration
is being presented this year,
according to Jane Jones, in lieu of
the annual Arts and Humanities
Symposium.

who entered the competition) by a

Portions of the Tutankhamun
Celebration are being made
possible by support fr9m the
National Endowment for the
Humanities in conjunction with
the Treasures of Tutankhamun
E~hibition hosted by the Seattle
Art Museum.
There will be no admission
charge for any of the events,
according to Jones.

May Special

[

The - show benefits both the
photographer, who can show
his/her work, and the art
from the art department.
.
department which has the opportunity to show the current trend in
Professor Stillman, chairman of · photography.
the art department, said they
choose on the basis of the
photographers' achievements as a
whole, rather than e8..ch individual
photo.
Most of the photos are for sale,
at the average price of $75,
altl:10ug-h some are $250 and $400.

arrang~d by James Sahlstrand of committee of 10, made up of
C~ntral's art. depa.rtntent, is , faculty ~nd graduate students,

currently on display m Spurgeon
Gallery (in the Randall building),
and will continue through May
1 h.
The show ' displays the work of
61 photographers from all over the
United States, and there are over
2 pieces shown.
The photographers were able to
display t heir work, after they
were chosen (from photographers

lt'sa
happenin'

Truck Stopper

.89

C reg. $1.26

arnpus Beauty Parlo
In the Plaza 925-9595

and the
Band Box Beauty Salon
203

i:. sth

925-2177

Specializing in men's and
women _
's complete beauty care

Give mother a touch
of spring w.i th our·
gift certificates ..·
Open early morning
and late night
by appointment.
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Jody_ Daigneault ;*
**
*
*·X- Crown
The personnel shakeup award for the month goes to rock band ·*
;
who played in town recently. Th' initial sensation I *
i* .received
upon noticing three new members in the band was ofone *
similar to wetting on an electric fence. There's only 'two original ~
** members
in the band now-the drummer and the keyboardist. *
The change was calculated to help the band go Big Time or as *
Jeff Kennedy put it, "We're going for it." The new *
*~ drummer
vocalist/flutist has recently been with the band Toulouse, and his **
presence with Crown has radically altered Crown's style; and not *
*** Crown's
necessarily for the better . . On some of the material, particularly *
originals, the vocals are highly effective. On other tunes, ..x*i the
overuse of effects .such as reverb and echo only detract from ,}"".
overall quality.
~*
** the
On the whole, I find Crown a pretty good rock band-the_new *
have only had three months to get into the swing of *
** members
things with the band, so they need awhile to tighten up their act. ~
Once they do, they're definitely going to be a band to reckon with. *
*; They
Crown pulled off a stunt, though, that really turned me off. *
played one of the more thoroughly sickening versions of *
** it's
"Happy Birthday." God, I hate it when bands do that. I suppose *
really groovy for the person that's having the birthday, ~ut it's *
*; really
hell for the 99 and 44/100 percent of the audience that has to i
sit through that****. If that's what bands these days call being *
* professional, then the state of the profession is in a sad state of *
* affairs.
*
;
Another band sporting some new personnel is the locally based *
** One
Step Further. The band performed at the Casino Royale last ;
month.
audiences that are into dancing and listening to *
*~ They
disco-funk music, One Step Further is the band to do it with. *
present themselves well, have a clean sound, and all in the *
** ·The
band are capable musicians even when dabbling in a jazz medium. *
bulk of the band's material doesn't exactly set my soul on fire, ·*
** Train's
but then my reviewing One Step Further's music is like Soul ;
Don Cornelius reviewing Black Sabbath.
*
**; onVocalist
Barbara Wimberly has made a few public appearances *
campus these past few weeks, and has shown that she is. very *
** talented.
Her recent performance in the S. U .B. left everyone *
within hearing distance highly impressed (her backup band were ;
* no slouches either). Barbara is definitely gping places.
*
*
*
;~*******************************~
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~ Photo show on campus
A new photographies show
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National dance week celebrated
B_¥ MEL COMFORT
National Dance Week is a week
d~voted to honoring all forms .of
dan«e ·1 and their value to the ·
Ameri~n . way of life. Lana Jo
Sharpe Central dance instuctor,
interpre e'tl the aim of N.D.W. as a
tribute
dance and a chance to
make the _c~mmunity more aware
of what is happening in the field of
dance. "In 'Nie last ten years
there's been a lot of changing
going on in dance."
The First Annual National
Dance Week ran from April 24-30.

to

All over ,the nation people
·celebrated N.D.W. in various
ways. In Seattle a series of dance
concerts was sponsored. Locally,
dancers celebrated this week by a
series of dance demonstrations.
They ran from Monday the 24th
t~rough Saturday the 29th.
All of the demonstrations took
place in the S.U.B. Pit and were
free to whomever wanted to watch
them, except the last one, which
was held at Morgan Jr. High
School. It was a full-length movie
of ballet entitled Tales of Beatrix

Potter, who was the creat or of
Peter Rabbit. There was a small
fee collected at the door fr01 •
those who wished to watch. The
money raised went to help finance
several local ballet dancers to
study professionally.
There were two demonstrations
given each day in the S. U.B. Pit
(excluding Wednesday.) Monday,
the demonstrations were given
the Square Cats, a group of
people from Ellensburg and
Ceptral who dance dances from,
America's history, and the Central
International Folk Dancers, who
perform dances from all over the
world.
.;
Tuesday, the Ellensburg Youth
Ballet did a lecture-demonstration
alone, on classical ballet. The girls
involved were from the com
-munity and ranged in ·a ge from
high school all the way down to
first graders.
Dances form Polynesia were
perfomed on Thursday by the
Polynesian Dancers who are made
up of both students from the
college and community.
Bell}
dancers from Central also performed some of their favorties.
- On Friday, Orchesis, Central's
performing modern d~nce group;
gave a lecture-demonstration and
showed several video tapes from
their previous performances. Also
on Friday, the Collectiye Dancers
spoke on the "Collective" itself.
They are a group 9f dancers from
the cpmmunity and the colleg
who get together to dance.

bl

IOrchesis performs I
DANCE, DANCE, DANCE will
The dance will be of a variety ot
be performed by Orchesis at the -m~diums ranging from modern
Threepenny Playhouse on May dance, which is the main medium
17-20 at 8 p.m. The hour and a half used by the Orchesis performers,
program of dances will have free to jazz, modern _ballet and theater
admission.
dance.
There will be over a dozen
DANCE, DANCE, DANCE will
dances.
All will be choreo- top off the Fine Art Festival, but
graphed and performed by as more a part 'of the festival,
the 31 Central students involved in Orchesis will also be doing a
the class who have been working performance in the S.U.B. Pit at
towards this performance for the noon on May 15. This performance
last three months. Along with will be comprised of excerpts from
these dances there will be two their program at Threepenny.
guest performances-one from the The Collective will also be doing a
Ellensburg Youth Ballet and the · performanc:e in conjunction with
other fro.m Collective Dancers, a the Fine Arts Festival.
Their
group of interested people from contribution will be an environthe community and the college mental dance on the lawn south of
who get together for the sole. the Language & Literature Building on May 11 at noon.
purpose o~ dancing.

Ken Wippel

Precision

hair
cuttrng
All haircuts include
hair analyzation, shampoo,
conditioning, balancing
rinse,, cut, styled and dried.

$12° 0 and up

according to length
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HAIR CARE STUDIO
707 N. Main. Ellensburg

2 Important Programs on
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- - - - - - - - ' T h e Man Who Came to Dinner-'------~

Student-directed play open·s
Christmas time, 1930s ... Mr. &
Mrs. Stanley invite radio personality Sheridan Whiteside to

-

Human Sexuality

GOING ALL THE WAY

AN HONEST LOOK AT SEX AND INTIMACY
Sun.,May7 IN HU_M AN RELATIONSHIPS
C.C.M. Lounge WITH: Dr. Luther Baker, Prof. of Family &
Consumer Studies,

llth&Alder

Tues.,May9

Free Supper at 6p.m. C.W.U.

A STRAIGHT LOOK AT
7-9:30p.m.
HOMOSEXUALITY ·
S.U.B.207-8

(A U.C.CM. Presentation)
Don Caughey reports on his 18-month service on the U. .Presley. NatioTUJl
Task Force to study homosexuality. Learn the facts about homosexual
F~ee fro1n
sexuality,theBible~ role in the issue

THE CENTER FOR andhowitaffectsyoli.
925-3196 CAMPUS MINISTRY

dinner. Whiteside, an obnoxious,
domineering man who has many
bizarre friends and companions, is
visiting their little town of
Masalia, Ohio on a lecture tour.
In coming up the steps to the
Stanley home, Whiteside falls and
breaks his hip. This confines him
to a wheelchair and the Stanley's
home.
Thi's sets the scene for the
comedy, The Man Who Came To
Dinner; written by George Kauf·
man and M_9ss Hart. It played on
Broadway in 1939.
_Bruce Hopkins, student director
of the play, commented, "This is
one of Kaufman's finest comedies.
It's great for all ages."
Brian Kerns, who plays Sheri·
dan Whiteside, said, without
batting an eye, "It's as funny as
hell!"
A cast of 23 people have .been
devoting their time and effort for
the last five weeks to develop the

characters of this play as well as
building the entire set.
The Stanley's, played by Julia
Vanderwood and Brian Thompso'n,
have their h0me lite:rally taken
over by Whiteside, who introduces
many weird people into their liv~" ·
Among these are Whitesides'
goo-d friends Beverly Carlton,
played by Max Worst and Banjo,
portrayed by Ronnie Payne.
Whiteside's secretary, Maggie
Cutler, played by Debbie Ratcliff
falls in love with t he local
newsman, Bert Jefferson, Pct trayed by Ken Berg.
Whiteside then calls in a movie "'
sexpot, Lorraine Sheldon, played
by Peggy Robertson, to break ~
Cutler and Jefferson's romance.
Kaufman based this play on his
own friends and their lives. The
character of Whiteside was 1: s
good friend Alex Woolcott, Carl·
ton was Noel Coward and Banjo
was Harpo Marx.
The Man Who Came To Dinrier
opens tonight to kick off the
annual Festival of the Arts and
continues through May 6 at tJi.e
Threepenny Playhouse. Curtam
time will be 8 p.m. and admission
is free.
This riotous comedy will be ti)<>
last production of the year. The
drama department will open its
Fall season with the English
comedy Beaux' Stratagem ~
Farquhar.
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THE SOLITARV SPORTno matter what kind of
weather or time of day,
Judie Boman can be seen
around the countryside,
getting in her mileage.
(Photo by Bobbie Catron)

She's a secretary on the run
BY PAM WHITENER

From eight to five, Monday
'through Friday, Judie Boman runs
around the Sociology Department
office answering the phone, taking
messages and handling other
secretarial duties.
But in her off-duty time she does
a different kind of running. She isa long-distance runner and just
recently completed a 26-mile
marathon.
Boman, ::J4, placed second out of
eight women and 105th out of 180
competing fo t he Birch Bay
Marathon on April 8. The race
started in the Birch Bay State
Park near Blaine.
About 180
runners tackled the grueling
up-hill course which Boman claims
is among the hardest in the state
for marathon running. She added
there are close to 25,000 people
each year who run in a marathon.
"My main goal was to finish the
·race," she said. She did more
than just finish. she ran the course
in three hours and 50 minutes. "If
you train for it (a marathon), it's
not an impossible thing." - .
Boman placed first in her
division in the 6.2-mile Yakima
race, Sunday in the Ellensburg
Canyon. She was beaten by ·the
same woman twice before and' this
time Boman placed first. Her first
three miles were timed at 6: 13. "I
really paid for · it with the last
three, though •. I averaged about 8
minutes a mile," she said. Boman
ra'"' J,he ra~e._in' 44:32.
She said a lot of her inspiration
came from a book, Women
Running, by Joan Ulloyt.
It
involves a woman, "a lot like
myself," said Boman, who began
running and entered several
marathon races.
She began training for the Birch
Bay marathon about a year ago.
Her first race in competjtion was a
seven-mile run called "Ellensburg
Run With the Wind." She thought
seven miles was a tremendous
number of miles, but she finished
second in her class. She now puts
in around 10 miles each day.
"It all .depe~ds on what kind of
mood I am in, just where I run.
We (she and her husband) live in
the country and sometimes I like
to run out there," she said.
"It's hard to find time to run
when you work ·eight to five, so I
run morning, noon, or night," she
said. "I seldom run three times a
day, but I run in the mornings and
usually after work to get in my 10miles."
·
"I just don't feel good until I run
in the mornings. I didn't rµri one
i:imrning, and I didn't really feel
awake until noon," Boman said.
· "You have to get really selfish

Support
Crier
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"I would like to qualify for the
and say, 'I can't have lunch with
"I thought I was getting into , running will stay with her
you today, I need this hour or so to something different, all by my- throughout her life, "It really Boston Marathon, just for myself,"
train,' " she said.
self," she said, "but the interest in makes your day to run. I'd be Boman said, "I guess you have to
take one goal at a time."
She wasn't always as active as jogging and running is fantastic."
cranky if I didn't run."
she is now. As a child, she had a "I don't know if people have more
"I run for my own satisfaction. I
ballet class, and competed in time, or if it is that there is no big still don't know what my capabilisports to a small degree, "But I thing, like the Vietnam War, to ties are,"' she said.
wasn't involved in sports as mucn keep people occupied," she said. ·
Boman said she has no aspiraas girls are now," she said.
Her diet consists of just about tions to compete in the Olympics.
For a time, from ages 18 to 26, whatever she wants.
Another Even if she would like to, women
she did little sports activity. She motivation for her running, has are not allowed to enter the
-got back into sports through her been the loss of 19 pounds, "I can Olympic marathon. It wasn't until
husband and her interest in rock eat whatever I want. I used to 1972 that women were allowed to
climbing.
Since then, she has drink beer now and then, but even run in any marathon. ·
climbed Mt. Rainier; Yosemite, if I drink one beer now, I can even
·Boman said some women have
a half-dome in Yosemite National tell the difference the next day," proven the capabilities by beating
Park in northern California; Ingles she said.
teams of male marathon runners,
"Three days before the race, I and yet, women cannot compete in
Peak and enjoys rock climbing in
the Leavenworth area.
stock up on cookies and cakes. I that Olympic event.
Her husband, Fred Dunham, buy package after package of
Her next goal is to knock 20
WC!:S invited to go on the K-2 cookies," Boman said. I try not to seconds of~ her marathon time to
expedition. Boman (she kept her eat very much red meat, only qualify for the Boston Marathonmaiden name) said due to his fame chicken or fish."
one of the more prestigious
During the 'race, Boman drinks a marathons in the . U.S., where
in the area of mountain climbing,
he was asked to go along. He was glucose & water mixture caUed . approximately 5,000 runners comin charge of packing and gathering ERG.
"I don't know if it is pete annually.
·Judie Boman ·
the equipment for the climb. Close psychological, or if it .really helps,
to 260 porters had to carry the but I felt good during the race,"
packs, 'each pack weighing about she said.
65 pounds.
Until the next race, Boman
She was also an avid soccer
plans to work on her speed a little.
player when she liv~d in Seattle.
She runs, ·on the average a 6:38
Your Fidelity Union Field Asso·
mile.
·
When she found that there was no
riate can help plan your financial
women's soccer team in Ellens-_
"I hate the wind. I usually try
future with College Master. Col·
burg, she turned to running. To and run in the early morning,
lege Master is the nation's leader
help her "get motivated,'' she took
when the wind is less likely to be
in life insurance for college
seniors. J,et him tell you why.
several weight training classes
blowing.
At the Birch Bay
and a jogging class that was held - marathon, it was cold a·n d 'Yindy,
~
;
at 6:30-- a.m. She thought she
so I knew I could do it, I had
D
n
I
em
the ~idelity u~ion _college
0 n can
0
would never make it up and
trained in weather like that," she
Master Field Associate m your
~
said.
·
running at such an early hour. but
9 2 5-4 17 5 area:
In The Plaza
now she a~mits she enjoys it.
Boman thinks her dedication to_

Putting this face·
in your future.
·

c
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Lightning strikes twice for Seattle
BY TONY LEITCH
Is it possible for lightning to
strike twice in the same place?
A mere five mont_h s ago,
lightning struck the city of Seattle
and the entire state of Washington
in the form of a Rose Bowl victory
for the Washington Huskies. Not
since the great Seattle earthqu~ke

had this state been so upturned.
Circumstances leading to the
Rose Bowl victory for the Huskies
are well recorded in the annuals of
sports history as well as in the
memories of thousands of Washingtonians.
But a feeling of deja vu has come
over this sports writer. Does
history repeat itself as has been
conjectured or is the similarity in
the season the Seattle SuperSqnics are concluding a mere
coincidence? - When one reviews
the seasonal progress of each
team, one is struck with the
number of similarities that crop
up.
The Huskies got off to a horrendous start. Only one win in their
first four outings and many fans
were willing to accept this season
as another one of mediocrity. Ring
a bell? The Sonics didn't get out of
the blocks too fast themselves,

racking up a 5-17' won-loss mark.
For those interested in the
percentages, the Huskies bleak
start gave them a .250 winning
mark.
The Sonics?
A very
comparable .222.
Following their respective dismal starts, both the Huskies and
the Sonics made drastic turnarounds. The Huskies finished with
six wins in their final seven
outings, at an .856 mark. The
Sonics finished with a flourish,
winning 42 while losing only 18.
Their percentage? .700.
You may recall that throughout
both teams' winning ways, every~
body, fan and press alike, were
constantly on the lookout for that
fatal collapse that never materialized. Both teams played consistantly well for the conclusion of
the season.
Another very similar factor is
the youth on the two teams. As a

matter ·of fact, 'both teams were
thought to be at least one ·year
away from serious contention.
Warren Moon, senior quarterbacker for the Huskies, overcame
many obstacles to have his best
season as a Huskie even though
many didn't think that he had it in
him. The Sonics' own "Human
Eraser In-Your-Facer," Marvin
Webster was obtained by the
Sonics in an off season trade from
the powerful Denver Nuggets who
claimed that Marvin had reached
his peak sometime during his
junior high school season and had
been going downhill ever since.
But Marvin overcame any derisive
comments that may have followed
him from the Mile High City to
perform above and beyond the
expectations of even his mother.
There are. many similaritiesbetween the two mentors of the
• respective Seattle squads. Don
James of the Huskies retained
confidence in his team even when
they were down and showed his
Central will host a Cramer techniques, prevention, manage- confidence by sticking with his
Athletic Training Workshop June ment and rehabilitation of sports regulars. His medicine proved to
26-30 for coaches, physical educa- .. mJuries.
Specific f~atures will be no medicine at all as his
tors, athletic trainers, school include emergency procedures and strategy proved t o be successful as
nurses or others involved and medical support, use and applica- Jam es went on to become the
concerned with the health and tions of modalities, conditioning, nations' "Coach of the Year."
Alt hough Lenny Wilkens was
injury aspects of athletic pro- nutrition, tape-wrap support, and
other -considerations of the male not the head coach during the
grams.
Sonics' dark and dreary days, he
With a limit of 80 particip<l:nts, and female athlete.
the workshop will feature four
Sessions will be conducted was th e director of player
certified athletic trainers, includ- Monday through Friday from 8 personnel and even when the
ing Central's Gary Smith, work- · p.m. to 5:30 p.m. An additional Sonics weren' t winning he claimed
shop coordinator. Also on the one-hour night session is schedul- that they could win with the
players available. Although he did
workshop faculty will be Tom ed for June 28.
Little, Chico State; Kim Favorite,
Cost of the workshop is $45. An get rid of Slick Watts, he didn't
California State at Hayward; additional $47.30 will be charged make any trades in order to
Susan Anthony, San Jose State; for participants requesting room immediately improve the club and
and Cramer Products' representa- and board, which includes four made good on his "win with what
tive -Hugh Grubiss.
nights lodging and 13 meals. An we have" statement. With the
Workshop emphasis will be on optional three credits also is Sonics in the midst of the brutal
the basis and application of available for $60.
N .B.A. playoffs, Wilkens' name

Central tO host workshop

!~~·
CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Visit Our Centers
And See For Yourself
Why We Make The Difference
Call Days, Eves & Weekends

Call our Centre in

SEATTLE
University Village Bldg.
4900 - 25th NE Rm. 200

523-5224
CALL TOLL FREE
800-223-1782
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Pants
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• White Jeans
•Butterfly Back Jeans
• No Side Seam Jeans
• Basic C_inch Waist Jeans
•Sizes 5 to 20
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~ I Herbal Essence
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24-oz. Size
Sugg. Price •2.09
Sale Price

505 N. Pine
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I Utility Flashlight
99c

Reg.$2.00

Air Pots $999 Reg.$12.95
Northern
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Blower-Dryers
'

Anti-Perspiran ·

Clairol, 12-oz.
Sugg. Value •2.49
Sale Price

Store Hours:
Open Mon.
thru F.ri. 9-7.
Sat. 9-6,
Closed Sunday

PRICES EFFECTIVE NOW THRU
MA. Y 13, 1978 - LIMIT RIGHTS

Secret

Shan1poo

frequently comes up in discussions
of the N.B.A.'s "Coach of the
Year."
The Sonics didn't have to wait
until the final day of the season to
learn whether or not they made
post-season play or not, as the
Huskies did, -but they did-have 'to
wait until extremely lat.e in the
season.
It's been a long time since ·the
State of Washingt<;>n has had a
legitimate nationaf~hampion. The
fans of the Northwest have often
claimed that they are the best
even though they haven't really
had a winner to cheer on.
Seatffelans even went so far as to
claim Triple Crown winner,
Seattle Slew, as their very own,
although they may have been.
reading a little too much into a
name.
Last year, Seattle fans were
given a taste of glory when the
Seattle Sounders reached all the
way to Soccer Bowl '77. Now
suddenly Seattle fans have a Rose
Bowl winner and the Sonics are
making their bid to make a name
for themselves in the N.B.A.
But what is to happen to the
poor, young Mariners and Seahawks should the Northwest fan
become "winner hungry" as many
major cities have become? Will
the fans desert them and only
support the winners?
These are questions that may be
answered in the near future. But
one thing is for certain. Pacific
Northwest fans have been patient
in their support of local teams and
they do truly deserve t o have
winners to support.
Although lightning may not
strike twice in the same place at
least Seattle fans will not have to
depend on Earl Anthony to gain all
national recognition for them. ,
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Bits
Jack Corey,.
Lyman Bostock has the right idea.
Bostock, who came to the California Angels after being swooned
with an offer of over $400,000 has shown his gratitude by swinging
a hefty .147. Now any good Christian would feel a twinge of guilt
for taking money (like he did) without doing anything for it (like
he's doing).
Bostock is now showing. that he is a good Lnristian man.
He's decided to give his salary away to charity.
In a story released by UPI this week, Bostock had asked Angels'
owner Gene Autry just to keep his monthly salary for April.
Autry balked ,at this and Bostock is now having a tough time
deciding just which charity needs it the most. He has to separate
the "needy from th_e greedy" and he's had letters from all over the
St.ates to help him decide.
One man wrote him and asked if he could spare an easy
$20,000. Bostock regretfully had to decline, though it was well
within his limits. "That man has the wrong idea," Bostock
explained. 'Tm talking about charities, not just giving it away to
individuals."·
Essentially what Bostock is doing is asking to be paid for \\[hat
he's doing now, not for what he did last year. If this became the
norm around the big leagues, in all sports, competition would be
better, because the athletes would be pushing more towards their
maximum abilities. How would it be feasible to pay for each
performance? Well, under the Corey Plan it would go like this:
Baseball: All players would start out the year guaranteed the
minimum, $20,000. For each hit, besides a round-tripper a bonus of
$200 dollars would be added on to their pay each month.
Now you may think that it would be great to play unaer the
Corey Plan but we haven't come to the fines yet.
Where players end up thinning their wallets . is on defense as
well as those swing-and-a-miss calls that sends a player back to the
bench for another hunk of chew. For every error, be it mental or
physical the outfielders have to end up paying the owners $600. I'd
give the infielder~ a little better break because they get more and
hotter chances. They'd be put back only $400 for every unplay.
Now the National League pitchers are a special problem. They
can't hit (unless they play for the Phillies, where they have to get
at least one hit in each game they throw so as to not lose a turn in
the rotation). If they strikeout in a non-sacrifice situation and
they're ahead in the game (not tied), the fine would be light, $150.
Rut if they whiff in a sacrifice situation or are behind, the fine is a
.ittle stiffer, $300. Pitchers should be able to bunt, if anything.
The only National League pitcher that would not have to follow
these guidelines w-0uld be Marysville's Larry Christenson. He
would end up a millionaire before he was thirty.
Of course the throwers would be compensated by being given a
little something everytime they strikeout a would-be hitter. Each
time a strikeout was recorded the pitcher would be bonused $600.
So, 'if he had an exceptional year, say-like Ryan· had, he'd make an
additional $18,000 for 300 strikeouts. And a little chunk of that
would be returned to the club every time he got burned at the
plate or committed an error. It can't miss with my formula.
In the American League, with the designated hitter rule, special
considerations come into effect. They'd still receive the $600 for
each strikeout, but they would have to be punished for each walk
they gave up. I'd say $150. This is the same punitive figure the
National League pitchers receive for non-crucial strike-outs.
Other bonus and punishment actions would be these:
Late to games and practices: · automatic $150; booted out of
game (player or management): $700, insubordination to
higher-ups: $350, insubordination to peers: $450.
The way most of these figures work out, if a player has an:
average year, he's still going to make an extra $20,000 to go with
the $20,000 guaranteed. But in this way, he is not getting paid for
what he did last year or what is speculated he'lf do this year. He'll
just be bringing home the bucks he earns. And Lyman Bostock is the only major leaguer from any sport
who knows what it's like.

The Brick
presents
''Satus Bros.''

Country Rock on

Friday & Saturday nites
Mayl2&13
Must have proper I.D.

A DIVE FOR THE BALL-Central iunior, Ron Sanford
is ranked n'lmber two on the men's tennis team.
Last week, Ron competed against his brother, Ken,

who is ranked also number two on Yakima Valley
College's tennis team. Ken won the match 6-4, 6-1
and Ron replied, "He dusted me."

The End of a Classic:
A Never To Be R epeat'ed
Opportunity!
I

.

ADVE'T

YAMAHA
®PIONEER.
HIGH FlDELITY

Special Price
(Retail Value $735)

$549

Advent is discontinuing a classic! The Smaller Advent Loudspeaker, even at its full retail
price, was and is the lowest-priced speaker that will accurately reproduce the full range of
music. At its closeout price, this is one of those rare bargains that perceptive shoppers wil snap ·
up quickly. When they're gone, they're gone and th~re won't be any more!
We've built an especially appealing system around the few remaining Smaller Advents. The
control center is the Pioneer SX-650 am/fm stereo receiver. Its elegant styling, ample power and excellent radio reception have made it a favorite in our stores. With the outstanding
Yamaha YP-21.l turntable and Empire 2000E/Ill cartridge, you'll have a stereo system to be
proud of, at a price you can afford!

The Smaller Advent L<?udspeaker is also
··available separately, while this final supply la.sts.
F-or many owners of go~d equipment, this is a
chance to upgrade or add speakers at a fantastic

price!

R~gularly

$99.95 (and worth it!)

NOW

$79

ea.

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. Pearl "962-2830
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Women's track team places well
BY PAM WHITENER

Friday and the 100-meter hurdles
Saturday. She was also a record
Central's women's track team breaker with a toss of 44'6" in the
placed fourth in the Washington shot-put.
State Track and Field ChampionThis meet also qualified many
ships held here Thursday, Friday members of the teams for
and Saturday of last week. ·
regionals in Bozeman, Montana on
Eleven teams participated in the May 11, 12 and 13 and also national
two-day event.
Team scoring competition to be held on May 22,
placed Spokane Community Col- 23 and 24.
lege in ffrst with 142 points,
Cindy Pottle of Central is one
Eastern 91, Spokane Falls Com- member of the team on her way to
munity College 70, Central 55, nationals. She will be entered in
Washington State 50, Whitworth the shot-put at national competi-·
48, Pacific Lutheran 33, Western tion in Knoxville, Tennessee.
2~. Bellevue Community College Although Pottle had a personal
18 and Everett Community Col- best of 43'5112" that wasn't enough
lege with 16 points. to beat Jeanne Kinney of Spokane
Central's small 13-member team Falls who had a 44'6" toss.
fought hard to capture the fourth
Carmen Aguirre, one of Cenplace according to Coach Jan tral's .long distance runners, did .
Boyungs. "With our small team, I not place in Saturday's finals, but
was really pleased with our went on to compete in a separate
placing. We got a fourth and we race on Sunday. She placed first
really had to work for that," she overall in the women's division of
said.'
· the Yakima 10-Kilometer run with
Although the· first two days a time of 40:51. ·w ere windy and cold, several meet
Wildcats Nancy Watchie and
records were broken, Central held Karen Schillinger placed third and
many of the records but were not fourth out of five entries in the
able to keep them.
Washington State ·Open women's
Lisa Sorrell from Eastern beat pentathlon held Thursday.
h.e r own r.ecord in the 400-meters
In individual events, Watchie
with a time of 55.8 seconds.
placed second in the 800-meter run
. Joan Corbin, a Carrol High and the high jump. ·
School graduate from Yakima,
Several coaches from the other
established two meet records _to schools commended Boyungs on
lead the Spokane Community the well run track meet. She said
_College to the team cha,mpionship. much of the work was due to the
She won the _800-meter_ with efforts of the physical education
2:18.8 and also the 1,500-meter run class, 303.3.
in 4:'49.7 for the meet. Her '!ollege
FINAL RESULTS
Washington State Track and
won seven of the 18 events and
Field Champion$hips
clearly outdistanced the second 3000-Meters
place finisher, Eastern, by 51 1. Cindy Chapman Whit.worth 11:08.45
Whit.worth
11:11.91
2. Susie Thomas
points.
.
Whit.worth
11:23.4
Dixie Reimer
Lynn Kinney of Spokane C.C. 3.
w.w.u. 11:24.4
4. Janet Pearson
.was the only triple winner. ·she 5. Beth Coughlin
P.L.U.
11:27.0
took the high jump with 5'2" on 6. Amelia Redhorn c.w.u. 11:28.2

2-Mile Relay Final, Friday
l.
10:04.9
2.
10:19.5
3.
10:26.1.
4. Whit.worth 1
10:31.1
5. B.C.C.
10:34.0
6. Whit.worth 2
11:13.5
High Jump
l. Lynn Kinney
2. Karen Schiltinger
S.F.C.C.
3. Toni Davidson
4. Rita Gardner
5. Nancy Watchie
6. Paula Nickerson
S.F.C.C.
7. Sandy Walker
P.L.U.
8. Sheri Yocum
B.C.C.

s.c.c.
w.s.u.
c.w.u.

s.c.c.
c.w.u.
s.c.c.
c.w.u.

5'2".
5'2"
5'0"
5'0"
4'10"
4'10"
4'10"
4'10"

5,000·Meters
1. Cindy Chapman Whitworth 18:47.9
2. Janet Pearson
w.w.u. 18:50.52
3. Becky Curryer
s.c.c. . 19:04.2
4. Kathy Peckham w.s.u. 19:11.2
5. Nancy Quatier
s.c.c. 19:19.5
6. Peggy Hawthorn Whitworth 19:26.0
880-Medley Relay
1. E.W.U.
1:56.3
2. s.c.c.
2:02.06
3. c.w.u.
2:03.6
Mile Relay
1. s.c.c.
3:58.8
S.F.C.C.
4:09.45
3. B.C.C.
4:10.0
. 4. W.S.l.; ' 4:11-2
5. P.L.l! . . 4:14.7
6. c.w.u.
4:19.9
Javelin
1. Jeanne Eggart w.s.u . . 146'3 1/z"
w.w.u. 139'11"
2. Julie Reimer
3. Jeanne Kinney S.F.C.C.' 132'11314"
4. Pam Thompson s.c.c. 129'3"
5. Marcia Taylor W.S.U. . U4'4W'
6. Lynn Simpson
C-~-U. li2'5"
Long Jump
1. Teddy Breeze

2- Julie Weigelt

6. Tammy Grubb
E.W.U.
400 Meter Relay
48.9
1. E.W.U.
2. s.c.c.
49.4
3. P.L.U.
50.1
4. S.F.C.C.
51.3
5. B.C.C.
51.4
6. E.C.C ..
54.3
100 Meter Hurdles
1. Lynn Kinney
s.c.c.
2. Angela Stubblefield s.c.c.
3. Karen Schillinger
c.w.u.
4. Cathy Peterson
B.C.C.
5_ Janet Heinrich
w.s.u.
6. Cheryl Wheeling
s.c.c.
1,500-Meters
1. Joan Corbin
s.c.c.
2. Dixie Reimer
Whitworth
3. Gloria Sherfey
w.s.u.
4. Cindy Yshne
E.C.C.
5. Doris Lahti
s.c.c.
6. Amelia Redhorn c.w.u.

400-Meters
1. Lisa Sorrell
E.W.U.
2. Kathy Mayberry E.W.U.
w.s.u_
3. Karen Blair
·4. Julie Weigelt
s.c.c.
5. Marcy Sakrison
P.L.U.
6. Tracy Binsfield
s.c.c.

116'9"

.;

15.2
15.5
15:8
16.8
17.0
17.1
4:49.7
4:52.0
4:55.3
4:57.25
4:57.3
5:00.6

55.8
58.4
59.0
59.4
60.5
61.4

100-Meters
1. Jamie Day
2. Teddy Breeze
3. Shelley Hammond
4. Deb Beck
5; Eileen Hoffman
6. Leslie Horeacher
800-Meters

E.W.U. 12.4
P.L.U. 12.81
E.W.U. 12.88
B.C.C. 13.0
w.s.u. 13.3
s.c.c. 13.4

Joan Corbin
s.c.c. 2:18.8'
Toni Davidson
S.F.C.C. 2:19.57
Carol Ringen
E.W.U. ?.: 19.7
Cindy Yahne
E.C.C. 2:24.3
5. Karen Schillinger c.w.u. 2:25.2
6. Kathy Groat
P.L.U. ' 2:28.5
200-Meters
L Sorrell
E.W.U.
24.9
2. (unknown) (un)mown) . 25.9
3. Thompson s.c.c.
26.1'
4. Hammock E.W.U .
26.1
5. Weigelt
s.c.c. 26.5
6. Miller
S.F.C.C. . 26.6
1.
2.
3.
4.

400-Meters Hurdles
1. Jody Myers
2. Pam Myring
3. Nancy Watchie
4. Cheryl Wishert
-0. Janet Heinrich
6. Leanne Makin

S.C.C. 1:03.8
W.W.U. 1:04.97
C.W.U. 1:06.3
E.W.U. 1:06.3
W.S.U. 1:09.6
C.W.U. 1:10.3

P.L.U. 18'2"

s.c.c. ·17'4"
E.C.C. 16'3''
w.s,u. 15'11"

3. Christy Reinstra
4. Eileen Hoffman
5. Cheryl Wishert E.W.U. 15'9"
6. Lorri Meyer
E.C.C. 15'7"

Shot-Put
1. Jeanne Kinney
S.F.C.C. 44'6"
2. Cindy Pottle
c.w.u. 43'5 1h"
3. Paula Nickerson S.F.C.C. 42'3 1h"
4. Lisa Smith
S.F.C.C. 40'6%"
5. Tammy Grubb
E.W.U. 38'4"
6. Terry Georgeson s.c.c.. 38'3 11...
Discus
1. Paula Nickerson
S.F.C.C. 144'3 1/z"
2. Cindy Pottle
c.w.u. 140'10"
3. Terry Georgeson s.c.c. . 126'6"
4. Janis Fagenstrom S.F.C.C. 126'4 1/z"
5. Jeanne Kinney
S.F.C.C. 121'10 1/z"

ON TO NATIONALS-Central'• Cindy Pottle gained her way to
nationals this month in the discus. (Photo by Bobbie Catron)

What's All. The Commotion?

~~alley & state

crafts,
Entertainment,
Demonstrations,
AND MUCH. MORE.

May .10, 11, 12

9a.m.-Sp.m.

LOCATED c.wu~s.u.B.
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-Hi S best year'ever
Roger Valentine's last-minute
against red-shirting this
season is paying off for himself and
the Central baseball' team.
1 The senior center fielder from
Mount Vernon has been one of the
most consistent . Wildcats both
offensively and defensively. He is
~e team's leading hitter with an
average near .400 and routinely
covers his outfield territory.
Recovery from knee surgery
almost kept Valentine on the
sidelines this year, .a nd it was nine
games into the season before he
played his first game. One of only
J.-vo senior starters, Valentine has
provided leadership for the young
Wildcat team.
The left-handed Valentine was
11 a full-length leg cast for nine
weeks following his December
surgery. His knee problems
~rigi_nated when he tore ligame~ts
playmg summer basketball while
still in high school. Last fall during
a one-on-one basketball game, he
.ore cartilage, which required an
immediate. operation.
"If I would have gone much
longer without surgery, I probably
i rould have been crippled," Valentine said.
Without the help of early
training, Valentine is surprisingly
Roger Valentine
•aving his best-ever year at the
plate.
Valentine transferred to Central N.A.I.A. District l, Central is
"Hitting ·close to .400 is unreal
for me," Valentine noted. "I just after two years -at Skagit Valley struggling this season. Last year
~pe it continues.
When I first Community College, where he was Valentine and the Wildcats earned
a spot in the district playoffs, but
returned I was only able to run at a basketball and baseball standout.
lost to Lewis-Clark State College.
He
was
one
of
the
leading
scorers
about three-quarters speed, but I
in Puget Sound Region basketball,
was just excited to play."
The 1978 Wildcats rank fourth
Back to nearly 100 percent, . and hit 13 home runs over a short in the district standings ·and
Valentine is still not allowed to right field fence in two baseball appear out of playoff contention.
slide feet first, the only restriction seasons.
"We have a lot of young
Getting away from the rain was
made by his doctor. The .6'2",
players,"
Valentine explained,
<\BO-pound Valentine ·also must a main factor in Valentine's · "but even with our record, · this
wear a knee brace for baseball and decision to attend Central. As a season's been a lot of fun."
other activities the rest of his life. . walk-on, he earned spots on the
basketball and baseball teams last
,.. The $400 brace was .late in
1
year.
He has since given up
arriving, al)d it was only last week
that Valentine began using it. Joe basketball at the varsity level.
Last baseball season, Valentine Namath wears a similar brace for
was
a part-time starter,' arid when
~njured knees.
"The brace is a preventive he wasn't playing in the field he
device, and without it I really was Coach Gary Frederick's.
didn't feel secure," Valentine said. designated hitter_, He finished
rior to receiving the brace, the season battine- .250.
One of the most difficult
Valentine wrapped and padded his
adjustments for Valentin-e last
knee.
Sitting out the season would season was the strong Ellensburg
ci1ave defayed Valentine's·plans for wind.
earning a psychology degree this
"It took me more than a week to
year. He can now go ahead and learn how to judge fly balls in the
apply for a two-year graduate wind," he said. "But I'd rather
't>rogram in counselling at Central. play in the wind than the rain.
He hopes to be a high school
Normally a power -in the
counselor and possibly a coach.
Evergreen Conference and

cfecision

Body Lovin'
Bonus from
Houbigant

PARAQUAT

Receive this

analyzer
The Paraquat Analyzer is the First home laboratory kit,
which will allow you to accurately detect paraquat in your
smokiRg substances. Unlike other home methods which have
been labeled unreliable, .the Paraquat Analyzer has been
validated by independent chemical researchers. The test is
complex in theory but relatively easy to complete. The
Paraquat Analyzer can be used for up to five tests per kit an_d
refill kits are available. This kit is designed for ages 16 and up.
Don't take unnecessary risks get your own PARAQUAT

Analyzer.
Send full address and $21.50 + $1.00 for handling, check or
money order, (WA residents add 5A% sales tax) per kit to:

TESTRON CHEMICAL LABORATORIES, INC.
P.O. Box 626, Seattle, WA 98111
Certified Checks or money orders shipped immediately all
others allow 2-3 weeks tor delivery.

17 oz. Bubbling Bath
& Shower Gel
with any 5.00
purchase from
Houbigant's
Fabulous Chantilly

Fragrance Collection
Eau de Toilette
Spray Mist, 6 .00
Dusting Powder, 5.00
Creme de Chantilly 5 .50

Ostrander's
120E.4th
925-9334
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CatalogAIR FORCE ORIENTATION
On May 4, the A.F.R.O.T.C.
representatives have planned an
vrientati')n program in the Teana·

way Room in the S. U.B. from 1 to 3
p.m.
The purpose of the
orientation is to provide informa·
tion realtive to the Air Force
Systems Command_, the organiza·

tion responsible for conducting
research and development in the
Air Force. Everyone is invited.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWSARTS/SCIENCE CANDIDATES
The ·following firm~ will have
representatives at th( Placement
Center to interview interested
candidates. Sign-up schedules
are posted one week, to. the day.
before the arrival of the interviewers on campus.
May 11 ... IDS-Marketing,
Yakima-Securities, Investments-Central/Coastal; Business, Economics & Acc·ounting
Majors.
May 22-24 ... U.S. Marines
Information Team, No advance
si&"n-up.

DANCE COLLECTIVE
The Dance Collective will ' be
presenting a performance entitled
"Organically Rising Out of Common Pools of Motor Impulses of
Five."
There are five pieces
(music and dance) which will be
~rformed.

Music and dance arrangements'
were developed and composed
either through the chance or the
structure which the number five
can impose. The music was
composed by Steve Fisk and Sam
Albright and choreography was
developed by the members of the
Dance Collective.
,
· Richard Denner will read a
poem of his own composition at
this outside performance which
will be held on the lawn south of
the Language & Literature Building, Thursdjl.y, May 11, at 12 noon.
This performance is part of Fine
Arts Week.
•

NEW
ARRIVALS

HA$.

ti

JEANS

INTERN~~ 11.~.~~~ .

n

We have received a new
shipment for guys and gals
in al I the popular styles, all
at prices you can afford.

Family Fashions &Gifts

SEATTLE URBAN PROGRAM
Dr. Dale Elmore, director of the,

Seattle Urban Program, will be on
campus Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, May 8, 9 and 10. If
you would like to meet Dt. Elmore
and learn more about the Seattle
Urban Program , stop by the
Education Office in t he morning on
May 8 and 9, or in the afternoon
from i-3 p.m. on May 10. He will
also be available on May 10 from
11 a.m. to 12 noon in the Grupe
Conference Center.
For more information, please
contact the Department of Education at 963-3462.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWSEDUCATION C~NDIDATES
The following school distric s
will have representatives at the
Placement Center to interview
interested candidates. The sign·
up schedules are posted one we ,
to the day, before the arrival of the
interviewers on campus.

May 4 ... Mukilteo School Distri ,
Everntt-General InformationGrou p Meeting, 1:30-2:30 p.m .
(Advance sign-up).
May 8 ... Astoria School Distri ,
Astoria, Oregon-Primary TeachHUMANITIES FELLOWSHIPS , er;
Intermediate
Teacher;
SUATO/Career Ed. Program
The National Endowment for (5-8); Middle School P.E./Girl's
the Humanities has announced its Athletic Coach: Art/Mechanical
1979-80 program of independent Drawing; H.S. Counselors; Engstudy fellowships. These will last lish/Debate; Epglish/Coach (Sw~
for six months and each carries a &/or Assistant Football); Indusstipend of up to $20,000. The trial Arts/Home B4ilding Conscope of the Endowment includes, struction Progr~.m.
but is not limited to, history, May 16 ... Northsh9re Sch l
ethics, literature, and those District, Bothell-General Informaspects of the social s.ciences ation-Group Meeting, 10:30
employing historical or philosophi- a.m.-Elementary, 2 p.m.-Seconcal a.pproaches.
dary (Advance sign-up).
For more information call Jerry May 22 .•. South Kitsap School
963-3101 or contact the Graduate District, Port Orchard-EleIJlenSchool and Research Office in tary /Secondary.
Barge Hall.
·

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS .
The Career Planning & Placement Center will present the
following two Job Search Workshops in Barge Hall, room 105.
June graduates, as well as
graduate students, are encouraged
to attend. Each workshop is in
three sessions.
2nd Workshop
May 15-4-5 p.m.
May 16-4-5 p.m.
May 16-3:45-5 p.m.

SCHOLARSHIP ASSEMBLY
The Annual , Scholarships a.
Awards Assembly sponsored by
the Office of Financial Aid will be
May 23 in the Grupe Conference
Center between 4 and 5 p. .
Any organization or department
offering scholarships or a wards to
students for the 1978-79 school
year and who wish to participate
in the · Awards Assembly are
encouraged to contact the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge Hall, room
209, or call 963-1611 before May
' 12.
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Carling Brewery Tacoma, Wa.
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